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ABSTRACT

Polymer composites containing nanosized fillers have generated explosive interest since
the early 1980’s. Many recent studies have been conducted incorporating nano-fillers into
polymer matrices to design and synthesize materials with tunable mechanical, thermal,
and optical properties. Conventional filled polymers, where the reinforcement is on the
order of microns, have been replaced by composites with discrete nanosized fillers.
Gradually, theories that predicted that composite properties are independent of particle
size in the micron range were challenged by nanocomposites. Rather, nanocomposite
properties are greatly influenced by the surface area of the. All of this is complicated by
the fact that nanoparticles are inclined to aggregate or migrate to interfaces. Much effort
has been devoted to optimize dispersion of nanofillers in the polymer matrices, as
polymer-nanoparticle interactions and adhesion greatly influence performance of the
material. A well- dispersed composite system with various noncovalent interactions such
as those that arise from hydrogen bonding, electrostatic attractions and π-π interactions
between the filler and the matrix, can transfer stress and the interface will stop the
development of cracks and impede stress concentrations. Overall, large reinforcement
increases are noted at low nanoparticle loadings. Additionally, functional properties such
as thermal, electrical conductivity and porosity can be tailored for specific applications.
The design of high performance composites requires optimizing dispersion, nanoparticlepolymer noncovalent interactions and the chemistry of the materials. Therefore polymer
x

composites with different types of nanofillers were investigated to prove various
noncovalent interaction and to improve the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties
in this study.
Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with BaTiO3 and Bi2O3 composites were
fabricated by two different methods; sonication of fillers in PMMA and in situ
polymerization. Samples were irradiated in air via a JL Shepherd Mark I cesium-137
source. The dose rate was 985 rads/min and the total dose was 2.0 Mrad. The polymer
sonication (PSON) method has a greater effect than in situ polymerization on sample
uniformity. With the PSON method there was a slight improvement in rad hardness in the
barium titanate composites. This is the case with and without MWNTs and coupling
agents. The storage moduli and loss moduli were measured via Dynamic Mechanical
Analyzer (DMA) under the tension film mode using a heating rate of 5 ºC min-1 from 150 ºC to 200 ºC and a scanning frequency range of 1–100 Hz. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) provided images of the polymer-nanocomposites.
An aliphatic isocyanate, polyether, polyol thermoplastic polyurethane, Tecoflex®
SG-85A, was solution processed with the varying amounts of silica nanowire. A new
grade polyurethane, Tecoflex®, was synthesized from the aliphatic 4,4-methylene
dicyclohexyl diisocyanate (H12MDI) with polytetramethylene ether glycol. Despite
Tecoflex®’s longevity and wide use, this polymer’s dielectric behavior has not been
widely studied. Therefore, the dielectric response of neat PU, Tecoflex®, and PU
composites with silica nanowire from -150 to 150 ºC is presented. The mechanism of
nanowire growing with diameters ranging from 50 to 500 nm has been established to
follow the vapour liquid solid (VLS) model via the PtSi phase acting as the catalyst. Our
xi

previous thermal stability study of PU nanowire composites have yielded increased heat
stability to 330 ºC. In comparison, neat PU only maintains thermal stability in
temperatures that range to 250 ºC. The onset of decomposition temperature was measured
by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provided
images of the polymer-nanocomposites.
A series of PMMA-dodecyloxy NB and poly (hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
(PHEMA) - dodecyloxy nanoball (NB) composites were synthesized in situ and
characterized. The dodecyl groups significantly alter the solubility of the nanoballs,
imparting hydrophobicity to the surface of the nanoball. A comparison study was made
between the PMMA-NB and PHEMA-NB nanocomposites. Structure property relations
are discussed in terms of interactions between the polymer matrices and nanoball surfaces
and interiors. These OC12 NB and hydroxyl NB polymer composites are the first studies
to date that probe relaxations and conductivity in discrete polyhedral metal-organic
polymer composites.
A novel ultra-flexible polycarbonate-polyurethane (PCPU) was synthesized with
methylene bis(4-cyclohexylisocyanate), 1,4 butanediol as a chain extender and a
polycarbonate polyol containing 1,6-hexanediol and 3-methyl-1,5-pentanediol. Through
the techniques of water coagulation, the synthesis of self-healing PCPU with various
concentrations of SWNT (Single-Walled Nanotubes) is possible. The resulting features of
this synthesized rubber-like substance are to be evaluated to determine glass transition
temperature. This novel type of polyurethane material targets growing markets for
biocompatible polymers. Also, a secondary goal of this project is to obtain information

xii

useful for determining whether PCPU-carbon nanotube composites are possible
candidates for use as a gel electrolyte in polymer batteries.
All nanocomposites were characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
to determine glass transition temperatures. The dielectric permittivity (ε′) and loss factor
(ε″) were also measured via dielectric analysis (DEA) in the frequency range 1Hz to 100
kHz and between the proper temperatures in all polymer composite. The electric modulus
formalism was used to reveal structural relaxations including conductivity relaxation. The
activation energies for the relaxations are presented.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
Design, Synthesize and Characterize a Gamma Radiation Shielding Material Series
of Barium Titanate, BaTiO3, and Bismuth Oxide Bi2O3 Nanocomposites

1.1 Introduction

This study summarizes work proposed to NASA on the development of a novel series of
poly(methyl methacrylate) nanocomposite materials.

Barium titanate, BaTiO3, and

bismuth oxide Bi2O3 are transparent materials with refractive indexes > 2.2 [1, 2]. They
are attractive candidates for use in the design of novel materials for dielectric components
used in filters, lenses, waveguides, etc. At higher filler loadings, they can be used as
gamma radiation shields. A high proportion of heavy atoms allow them to absorb gamma
radiation [3]. There is a limited amount of research reported in the literature on barium
titanate, BaTiO3, and bismuth oxide Bi2O3 nanocomposites. Researchers have used
radiolysis to produce bismuth oxide nanoparticles with undetermined oxidations states
[14, 15]. These particles were formed by irradiation BiOClO4 in polyacrylic acid. The
nanoclusters exhibited an optical absorption band at 350 nm. Opacity increased with
radiation time. Sakamoto et al produced polyurethane-bismuth oxide composites [16].
The average particle size of the bismuth oxide was 1 micron. These composites exhibited
flexibility and electrical conductivity. Metal Bismuth oxide and copper phthalocynanine
polymer were combined with silver to produce capacitors which act as dosemeters [17].
The threshold voltage of the capacitors decreased linearly with gamma ray dose at doses

1

from 60 to 480 Gy. In another study, researchers examined lead oxide borate and bismuth
oxide lead oxide borate glasses for use as gamma radiation shielding materials [3]. These
materials shielded more efficiently than conventional concrete material.
Barium titanate polymer composites have been studied and found to exhibit
enhanced electrical field dependent permittivity [18-21]. These studies indicate that
larger particle size (greater than those in the nanometer range) results in greater
enhancement of electrical properties.

Nano-barium titanate composites made with

quarternary acrylic resin were used to fabricate humidity sensors [22].

Composites

exhibited enhanced humidity sensing as compared to neat barium titanate crystals.
Poly(ether ether ketone) fine powder was mixed with barium titanate with a particle size
of about 25 nm [23]. The mixture was compression molded and the samples exhibited
mechanical properties and dielectric constants that increased with filler loading. Barium
titanate/MWNT composites have been fabricated to study electrical properties. Dang et al
found that dielectric constants increased dramatically as MWNTs were added to a barium
titanate polyvinylidene fluoride system [24]. Another group of researchers reported that
increasing the MWNT content decreased conductivity in ceramic barium titanate
composites [25, 26]. None of the above studies focused or commented on enhancing the
quality of dispersion or on the effect of dispersion and filler matrix interactions on
composite properties. It is well known that in order to achieve predicted properties in
nanocomposite systems, that the dispersion quality must be optimized. An excellent
review of polymer nanocomposite processing techniques discusses this topic [27]. And
several recent articles summarize studies using coupling agents to enhance mechanical
properties in composite systems [28-34].
2

Recent progress has been made by our group in dispersing carbon nanotubes in
polymer matrices [4-7]. Optically transparent polymer composites have been designed,
tested and analyzed. Three different in situ polymerization/sonication methods: heat, light
and gamma radiation are used to produce PMMA-nanotube composites. When the
composites are dissolved in methylene chloride and immediately cast into films, they
exhibit a high degree of transparency. The nanotube-polymer interactions are evidenced
by the appearance of a dielectrically active gamma transition associated with methyl
group rotation in the polymer. This transition is normally inactive when neat polymer is
probed by dielectric analysis. Also many important advances were achieved by our group
in the design of rad hard materials [8-13]. The goal of this research is to use carbon
nanotubes as gamma radiation sinks, dissipating energy and decreasing the frequency of
radiolysis events and these studies are aimed at producing composites with enhanced
optical and dielectric properties.
Herein we developed two methods of dispersing the nanoparticles in PMMA. The
overall objective of phase 1 of this research was to design, synthesize and characterize a
series of barium titanate, BaTiO3, and bismuth oxide Bi2O3 nanocomposites to test the
effect of nanoparticles on mechanical, optical and thermal properties using poly (methyl
methacrylate) as a matrix material. The overall objective of phase 2 was to test the effect
of adding multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCTs) to selected nanocomposites and to
characterize these composites via thermal and mechanical testing. During phase 2 we
added a study on titanate coupling agents in order to enhance filler-polymer adhesion. In
this research we used neopentyl (diallyl) oxy, trimethacryl zirconate and methodology
recommended by the manufacturer, Kenrich Petrochemicals, Inc in Bayonne NJ.
3

1.2

Experimental

1.2.1

Materials

Methyl methacrylate monomer was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI).
Inhibitor removal column material designed to remove methyl hydroquinone was
obtained

from

Sigma-Aldrich

(Milwaukee,

WI).

Initiator

2,2'-

azobis

(2,4-

dimethylpentane nitrile) (Vazo 52) was obtained from DuPont Chemicals, Wilmington,
DE. Bismuth oxide nanoparticles with an average particle size of 150 nm were obtained
from Inframat® Advanced MaterialsTM (Farmington, CT). Barium titanate with an
average particle size of 100 nm was obtained from Inframat® Advanced MaterialsTM
(Farmington, CT). Multiwall nanotubes were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee,
WI). NZ 33 Zirconate Coupling Agent was obtained from Kenrich Petrochemicals, Inc.
in Bayonne, NJ. The coupling agent has the following structure (figure 1.1):

H2C

C
H

CH3CH2

HOH
C
CH2

C

H2
C O

Zr

O

O

CH3

C

CH2
3

H2 C

C
H

HOH
C
CH2

Figure 1.1. The structure of coupling agent
[neopentyl(diallyl)oxy, trimethacryl zirconate]
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1.2.2

In-Situ polymerization (ISPM): phase 1

Two sets of samples were prepared via the following method containing 0, 0.1, 3, 5, 10
and 20% by weight of nanofiller. One set contained bismuth oxide and one set contained
barium titanate. The nanoparticles were dispersed throughout the matrix via in-situ
ultrasonic polymerization. The in-situ ultrasonic polymerization technique, developed in
our laboratories did not require any solvents. Using a branson sonifier 45, the monomer
and nanoparticles were sonicated in an ice bath under a nitrogen atmosphere for 1 hr. 0.2
wt% of Vazo 52 was added to the mixture and sonicated under a nitrogen atmosphere and
in an oil bath at 80 ºC until the mixture became viscous. The sonicator probe was
removed and polymerization was allowed to continue in the heated oil bathe for 24 hr.
The samples were post cured at 120 ºC for 4 hr.

1.2.3

Polymer sonication (PSON): phase 2

This method was used to improve dispersion. The de-inhibited monomer/initiator (0.2%
vazo 52) mixture was placed in sample vials and heated in the oven for 24 hours at a
temperature of 60 ºC. After polymerization, polymer samples were dissolved in
dichloromethane. PMMA was then precipitated in methanol and dried in a vacuum oven
at 125ºC for 4 days. Dried PMMA was dissolved in N,N dimethyl formamide (DMF).
The appropriate filler was sonicated using a Branson Sonifier 450 in DMF for two hours.
The sonicated filler was then added to the polymer/DMF solution. The PMMA/filler
mixture was sonicated for an additional 2 hours. After sonication, the mixture was
precipitated out in methanol. The resulting material was placed in a vacuum oven for 4
days at 125 ºC.

5

1.2.4 PMMA/BaTiO3 composites with/without MWNT (0.1 wt%) and coupling
agent (0.2 wt%): Phase 2
The samples were prepared via polymer sonication (PSON) method. After the sonicated
filler (concentrations of barium titanate at 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1%) was added to the
polymer/DMF solution, the MWNT sonicated in DMF for 2 hr was added to the
polymer/filler/DMF solution. Coupling agent was added (if used) to the mixture. The
PMMA/filler/MWNT mixture was sonicated for an additional 2 hours. After sonication,
the mixture was precipitated out in methanol. The resulting material was placed in a
vacuum oven for 4 days at 125 ºC.
1.2.5

Microhardness

Microhardess via a Leica VMHT MOT (Leica Microsystems, Chantilly, VA): A Leica
VMHT MOT (Leica Microsystems, Chantilly, VA) was used to perform
microindentation. A Vickers indentor was used with a load of 500 g and a 10 sec. dwell
time. The Vickers hardness number is based on the average diagonal length of an imprint
made from the indentor.
1.2.6

Irradiation

Samples were irradiated in air via a JL Shepherd Mark I cesium-137 source. The dose
rate was 985 rads/min and the total dose was 2.0 Mrad.
1.2.7

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry via a TA Instrument (New Castle, DE) DSC 2980:
Approximately 5 mg of samples were sealed in hermetic DSC pans. Samples were
scanned from 30 to 150 ºC at a scanning rate of 10 ºC/min under a nitrogen purge. To
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erase annealing peaks, samples were scanned twice and the glass transition temperatures
were taken from the inflection of the second heating curve.
1.2.8

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

Dynamic mechanical analysis via TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) DMA 2980:
Samples were run in the tension mode with a displacement of 5 microns. Samples were
scanned from -150 to 200 ºC and frequencies from 0.1 to 100 Hz. Plots of loss modulus
versus temperature were constructed to determine the transition temperatures at various
frequencies. Arrhenius plots of ln (transition temperature) versus 1/T K were constructed
to determine the activations energies for the transitions.
1.2.9

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

Thermal gravimetric analysis via a TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) TGA HiRes 2950:
Samples of filler were scanned under a nitrogen purge from 0 to 800 °C and weight
losses were recorded. The ramp rate was 20 ºC/min.
1.2.10 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy was conducted on Hitachi S-800 field emission SEM. The
fracture surface of the composite was examined at room temperature using an
acceleration voltage of 6.0 kV. A thin layer of gold was evaporated on the fractured
surface for good conduction before SEM examination.
1.2.11 Sample molding
Two sets of samples were prepared via the above methods containing 0, 0.1, 3, 5, 10 and
20% by weight of nanofiller. One set contained bismuth oxide and one set contained
barium titanate. The samples used for measurement in the DMA and DEA were
7

compression molded between optical quality stainless steel sheets via a carver press
equipped with a heating element at a temperature of 160 ºC for 5 min and then air cooled
under pressure to room temperature. DEA samples were molded into rectangular disks
with dimensions of 25×20×1 mm and The average DMA sample size was 18×5×2 mm.
Molded samples were then dried in a vacuum oven at 60 ºC.
1.2.12 Dielectric Analysis (DEA)
Dielectric analysis via a TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) DEA 2970: Single surface
sensors were used under a force of 250 N. Samples were scanned from -150 to 200 ºC at
a scanning rate of 2 ºC/min under a helium purge of 700 ml/min. The frequency ranged
from 1 – 100,000 Hz. The samples were heated to 135 ºC to embed them in the channels
of the single surface sensor and then taken down to cryogenic temperature with liquid
nitrogen. Transition temperatures were determined from plots of dissipation factor versus
temperature. A maximum force of 250 N was applied to the sample to achieve a
minimum spacing of 0.25 mm. Capacitance and conductance were measured as a
function of time, temperature and frequency to obtain the dielectric constant, or
permittivity (ε′), the dielectric loss (ε″) and the loss tangent (tan δ= ε″/ ε′). Activation
1.3

Results and Discussion

1.3.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
The weight loss versus tempearture scans for barium titanate and bismuth oxide
nanofillers are shown in figures 1.2. Both nanofillers showed high thermal stability up to
400 °C that is efficient temperature to remain without decomposition in polymer matrix.
It is evident that the barium titanate lost water (about 6%) at around 100 °C. Therefore
the barium titanate filler was dried in a vacuum over before use.
8

Figure 1.2. TGA thermograms of BaTiO3 and Bi2O3

1.3.2

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

DMA is used to measure the viscoelastic properties of polymers. The measure of the
ability of a material to dissipate mechanical energy (E˝) is obtained via DMA. The
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movements of molecular segments within the material are related to the absorption of
mechanical energy [35]. The following figures 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 represent the storage
moduli, loss moduli and tan delta versus temperature plots for the bismuth oxide samples.
It is evident that there is no clear trend in the moduli data. That is, increasing the
nanofiller does not consistently increase the moduli of the samples. It is interesting to
note that the scatter is pronounced at lower temperatures. This is likely to be due to the
fact that agglomeration produced stress concentration and this is more pronounced below
the ductile brittle transition in PMMA. The loss moduli plot provides information about
the relaxations in the PMMA matrix. It is well known that there are three transitions in
PMMA [9]. The highest temperature relaxation is the glass transition relaxation
associated with large scale chain slippage. This relaxation is near to the second relaxation
termed the beta relaxation. The beta relaxation is due to the rotation of the ester group in
the PMMA side chain.
Table 1.1.Activation energies of PMMA with filler from beta transition

ISPM

DMA test
Act. E at beta

Neat PMMA

Act. E at beta

19.1 kcal/mol

Neat PMMA

19.1 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 0.1 wt%

20.4 kcal/mol

PMMA+Barium Titanate 0.1 wt%

16.2 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide

1 wt%

17.6 kcal/mol

PMMA+Barium Titanate 1 wt%

15.4 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide

3 wt%

17.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+Barium Titanate 3 wt%

16.1 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide

5 wt%

19.1 kcal/mol

PMMA+Barium Titanate 5 wt%

18.7 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 10 wt%

20.2 kcal/mol

PMMA+Barium Titanate 10 wt%

12.9 kcal/mol

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 20 wt%

17.9 kcal/mol

PMMA+BariumTitanate 20 wt%

24.9 kcal/mol
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At higher frequencies the alpha and beta transitions merge. At low temperatures, below 100 °C, a weak gamma transition is noted. The gamma transition is associated with
rotation of the methyl groups attached to the backbone. Table 1.1 reports values for the
activation energy of the beta transition. The values range from 17.3 - 20.4 kcal/mol.
These are very close to results previously reported for neat PMMA [9]. The gamma
relaxation was not clearly visible.

PMMA + Bismuth Oxide composite at 10 Hz
20000

Storage modulus

16000
12000
8000
4000
0

-150

-50

50
Temperature ºC

Neat PMMA

0.1 wt%

1 wt%

5 wt%

10 wt%

20 wt%

150
3 wt%

Figures 1.3. Storage moduli versus temperature plots for the bismuth oxide samples
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PMMA + Bismuth Oxide composite at 10 Hz
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Figures 1.4. Loss moduli versus temperature plots for the bismuth oxide samples
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Figures 1.5. Tan delta versus temperature plots for the bismuth oxide samples
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Figures 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 depict the storage moduli, loss moduli and tan delta
versus temperature plots for the barium titanate samples. The DMA data are similar to
that observed with bismuth oxide. That is, the filler did not appear to reinforce the matrix
and the data exhibited scatter. Activation energies for the beta transition ranged from
12.9-24.9 kcal/mol (Table 1.1).

This broad range has been attributed to filler

agglomeration. The overall data scatter did not warrant radiation testing of this series of
samples. Again, the gamma relaxation was not clearly visible.

storage modulus

PMMA + Barium Titanate composite at 10 Hz

-150

-100

-50

Neat PMMA

0
50
Temperature (ºC)
0.1

1

100
3

150
10

200
20

Figures 1.6. Storage moduli versus temperature plots for the barium titanate
samples
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PMMA + Barium Titanate composite at 10 Hz
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Figures 1.7. Loss moduli versus temperature plots for the barium titanate samples
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Figures 1.8. Tan delta versus temperature plots for the barium titanate samples
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The coupling agents were used to produce enhanced adhesion between fillers and
polymer. DMA data, storage moduli, loss moduli and tan delta versus temperature plots
for the barium titanate samples with coupling agent are shown in figures 1.9, 1.10 and
1.11. The storage moduli for the 0.1, 1.0 and 5 wt% samples were relatively constant.
For the 10 wt% sample the modulus decreased. We have observed such decreases in
agglomerated samples in the past.

Storage modulus for PMMA+BaTiO3 with CA at 10 Hz

Storage modulus

16000

12000

0.1 wt%
1 wt%

8000
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10wt%
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-150

-100

-50
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Temperature ºC

Figure 1.9. The storage moduli versus temperature plots for the barium titanate
samples with coupling agent
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Loss modulus for PMMA+BaTiO3 with CA at 10 Hz
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Figure 1.10. The loss moduli versus temperature plots for the barium titanate
samples with coupling agent
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Figure 1.11. The tan delta versus temperature plots for the barium titanate samples
with coupling agent
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The polymer sonication (PSON) method was used to produce other PMMA with
barium titanate composites for comparison of ISPM and PSON method. The activation
energy was calculated for the sample obtained by PSON method. The two sets of samples
were prepared by PSON for gamma radiation. One set of samples were exposed to
gamma radiation and tested by DMA to calculate activation energies. The activation
energies for the beta transition (Table 1.2) ranged from 15.6 to 20.3 kcal/mol. Again, this
data is within the range of other PMMA composites that we have previously seen. Also,
it is interesting to note that samples showed increased activation energy after radiation.
However, 3 samples (Neat PMMA without CA, PMMA with MWNT 0.1 wt%, and
PMMA with BaTiO3 1 wt%) exhibited the decreased activation energy after radiation.
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Table 1.2. Activation energy synthesized by PSON before and after radiation
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
without coupling agent

Activation energy by DMA

Sample name

Before

After

18.3 kcal/mol

15.8 kcal/mol

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

15.0 kcal/mol

18.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

17.2 kcal/mol

19.2 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0wt%

15.8 kcal/mol

19.3 kcal/mol

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

17.2 kcal/mol

18.3 kcal/mol

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

16.6 kcal/mol

17.2 kcal/mol

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

16.4 kcal/mol

18.4 kcal/mol

PMMA + BaTiO3 0wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

16.7 kcal/mol

13.8 kcal/mol

Before

After

17.2 kcal/mol

18.1 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt%

18.9 kcal/mol

19.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 1wt%

20.3 kcal/mol

16.6 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 5wt%

15.6 kcal/mol

17.4 kcal/mol

PMMA+ BaTiO3 10wt%

16.7 kcal/mol

20.6 kcal/mol

Neat PMMA

with coupling agent
Neat PMMA

1.3.3

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The glass transition temperatures (Tgs) for neat PMMA and PMMA nanocomposites
were observed using differential scanning calorimetry. The plots of heat flow versus
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temperature for the bismuth oxide samples prepared by ISPM before and after radiations
are shown in figures 1.12 and 1.13.
Table 1.3. ISPM : Glass transition temperature of PMMA with Bismuth oxide and
Barium titanate composites (2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)

ISPM

DSC (ºC)
Before After

Neat PMMA

116.5 111.8

Neat PMMA

Before

After

116.5

111.8

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 0.1 wt%

111.4 112.6 PMMA+Barium Titanate 0.1 wt%

114.9

110.5

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 1 wt%

121.0 111.0 PMMA+Barium Titanate 1 wt%

118.9

112.7

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 3 wt%

108.4 110.6 PMMA+Barium Titanate 3 wt%

118.4

114.3

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 5 wt%

111.4 110.6 PMMA+Barium Titanate 5 wt%

109.2

112.3

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 10 wt%

118.4 112.6 PMMA+Barium Titanate 10 wt%

116.3

110.6

PMMA+Bismuth Oxide 20 wt%

110.4 109.6 PMMA+Barium Titanate 20 wt%

118.4

114.0

Before radiation the glass transition values range from 110.4 to 121.0 °C (Tables 1.3).
After radiation they range from 109.6 °C to 112.6 °C. All samples showed a lowering of
the glass transition temperature after irradiation. This suggests the idea that the bismuth
oxide did not enhance radiation hardness.

Another nanocomposite series with barium titanate was prepared by ISPM to measure
glass transition temperatures. The plots of heat flow versus temperature were shown in
figures 1.14 and 1.15. The glass transition values range from 109.2 to 118.9 °C before
radiation (Tables 1.3). This range appeared at the lower temperature than one after
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radiation ranged from 110.5°C to 114.3 °C. This trend observed in the change of the glass
transition temperature suggested that barium titanate did not enhance radiation hardness.

PMMA+Bi2O3 before radiation

0

Heat flow

-0.5

-1

-1.5
30

50

Neat PMMA
5wt%

70

90

Temperature ºC

0.1wt%
10wt%

110

1wt%
20wt%

130

150

3wt%

Figures 1.12. plots of heat flow versus temperature for the bismuth oxide samples
before radiations

PMMA+Bi2O3 after radiation
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20 wt%
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Figures 1.13. plots of heat flow versus temperature for the bismuth oxide samples
after radiations (2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
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PMMA+BaTiO3 before radiation
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Figures 1.14. plots of heat flow versus temperature for the barium titanate samples
before radiations

PMMA+BaTiO3 after radiation
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Figures 1.15. plots of heat flow versus temperature for the barium titanate samples
after radiations (2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
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The glass transition temperature of the neat PMMA prepared by PSON method
was 124.9 °C as compared to values ranging from 124.5 to 127.4 °C in the series with the
coupling agent. This indicated that the coupling agent did not appear to act as a
plasticizer or anti plasticizer. Neither the MWNTs nor the barium titanate had any effect
on the glass transition temperature. It is significant to note that the values varied only by
about 1 °C throughout the series. This means that the PSON method produces more
uniform samples than ISPM.
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Table 1.4. The glass transition temperature of composites prepared by PSON
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)

without coupling agent

Glass transition temperature (ºC)

Sample name

Before

Neat PMMA

125.8

125.4

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

125.2

124.1

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

125.1

122.5

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0wt%

126.7

125.9

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

125.5

123.9

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

124.9

123.3

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

125.9

125.4

PMMA + BaTiO3 0wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

126.1

124.9

with coupling agent

Before

After

124.9

125.9

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt%

125.8

124.9

PMMA+ BaTiO3 1wt%

127.4

125.6

PMMA+ BaTiO3 5wt%

125.9

125.3

PMMA+ BaTiO3 10wt%

124.5

124.5

Neat PMMA

1.3.4

After

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The surface morphology of the nanocomposites was observed under the scanning
electron microscopy. Figure 1.16 illustrates SEM images of the fracture surface of
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PMMA nanocomposites. Agglomeration is evident in both composites. However, the
bismuth oxide appears to agglomerate much more so than the barium titanate.
(A)

(B)

10 wt%
(C)

20 wt%
(D)

10 wt%

20 wt%

Figure 1.16. SEM for PMMA with Bismuth oxide (A), (B) and with Barium titanate
(C), (D)
1.3.5

Microhardness

The resistance to surface deformation is the characteristic of hardness (H) [36-38]. Balta
Calleja and Fakirov reported that cohesive energy density (CED) is the main factor to
determine hardness [36,39]. And it is well known that Tg is proportional to the cohesive
energy density (CED) by the following equation.

(Eq.1.1)
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where δ2 is the CED, m is a parameter that describes the internal mobility of the groups in
a single chain, R is the gas constant and C1 is a constant.
Therefore this relation between Tg and harness (H) is almost linear. In this study as we
expected the microhardness data follow the DSC data as decreased hardness number.
Tables 1.5 list the microhardness results. Neat PMMA had a Vickers hardness of 27.4
compared to the range from 20.3 to 24.6 observed for the composites. After radiation the
hardness of neat PMMA decreased by 2.9 and the composites decreased by 1-4 units.
Table1 1.5. Microhardness test for PMMA with Bismuth oxide and Barium titanate
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)

ISPM

Microhardness test
Before

S.D

After

S.D.

Before

S.D

After

S.D.

Neat PMMA

27.4

1.24

24.1

0.50

Neat PMMA

27.4

1.24

24.1

0.50

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 0.1 wt%

21.6

0.51

19.7

0.25

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 0.1 wt%

25.3

0.70

22.5

0.58

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 1 wt%

24.6

0.36

21.1

0.41

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 1 wt%

23.98

0.86

20.3

0.28

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 3 wt%

23.0

0.24

20.6

0.30

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 3 wt%

24.8

0.28

22.3

0.54

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 5 wt%

20.3

0.53

19.4

0.15

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 5 wt%

22.1

0.37

20.5

0.64

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 10 wt%

23.9

0.99

20.2

1.35

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 10 wt%

25.5

0.60

21.7

0.32

PMMA+Bismuth
Oxide 20 wt%

22.1

0.86

20.8

0.46

PMMA+Barium
Titanate 20 wt%

25.9

0.54

23.5

0.46

This trend follows the DSC data and supports the idea that bismuth oxide did not enhance
radiation hardness of the materials. Barium titanate nanocomposites exhibited hardness
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values from 22.1 to 25.9 as compare to neat PMMA with a hardness of 27.4 before
radiation. After radiation the hardness of all samples decreased by about 3. These results
confirm that barium titanate did not enhance radiation hardness of the materials.The
sample was also synthesized by PSON for the microhardness. The microhardness was
nearly constant in the coupling agent series (Table 1.6).

Table 1.6. Microhardness test of composites prepared by PSON
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)

without coupling agent

Microhardness

Sample name

Before

S.D.

After

S.D.

24.4

0.46

22.7

0.17

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

23.4

0.15

22.8

0.36

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

23.2

0.26

22.2

0.37

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0wt%

23.8

0.36

22.8

0.25

PMMA + BaTiO3 0.5wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

22.9

0.32

22.4

0.19

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0wt%

23.2

0.11

22.3

0.23

PMMA + BaTiO3 1wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

23.2

0.26

22.3

0.27

PMMA + BaTiO3 0wt% + MWNT 0.1wt%

23.1

0.26

22.4

0.33

Before

S.D.

After

S.D.

24.5

0.24

24.1

0.28

PMMA+ BaTiO3 0.1wt%

24.1

0.29

22.8

0.29

PMMA+ BaTiO3 1wt%

24.5

0.25

23.3

0.33

PMMA+ BaTiO3 5wt%

23.8

0.10

22.8

0.70

PMMA+ BaTiO3 10wt%

24.3

0.11

22.7

0.32

Neat PMMA

with coupling agent
Neat PMMA
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The standard deviations ranged from 0.10 to 0.29 as compared to the barium titanate
composites made via the in situ method. For the same range of barium titanate samples
made by the in situ method without coupling agents the standard deviations ranged from
0.20 to 0.85. After irradiation the microhardess values decreased by less than 2 units.
This is less of a decrease than that observed in the series made without coupling agent via
the in situ method. The MWNT series made by the PSON method had nearly constant
hardness values ranging from 22.9 to 24.4. Standard deviations ranged from 0.11 to 0.36
in the composite series. The neat PMMA had a standard deviation of 0.46; transparent
samples are difficult to read in the microhardness tester. After irradiation the hardnesses
ranged from 22.2 to 22.8; these values are extremely close. Irradiation of the composites
changed the hardness by less than 1 unit in most cases.

1.3.5

Dielectric Analysis (DEA)

The structural relaxations and molecular motion present in polymeric materials holding a
permanent dipole moment is determined via Dielectric [40-41]. In an alternating electric
field polarization is caused by the alignment of dipoles. And then the capacitance and
conductance of the material were measured as a function of temperature and frequency.
The capacitance and conductance are related to the permittivity, ε′, and the loss factor, ε″,
respectively. The dielectric permittivity represents the amount of dipole alignment and
the loss factor measures the energy required to align dipoles or move ions [42].
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Permitivity

PMMA+BaTiO3 composites at 1 Hz before radiation
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PMMA+BaTiO3 composites at 1 Hz after radiation
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Figure 1.17. Permittivity of PMMA with Barium titanate at 1 Hz before and after
radiation (2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
DEA tests were conducted on the barium titanate nanocomposites before and after
radiation.

Permittivity versus temperature plots are shown in figures 1.16. The

permittivity should increase with barium titanate content, since the barium titanate has a
higher refractive index that PMMA; the refractive index can be calculated from the
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dielectric constant. However, the trend is erratic. This is due to the fact that a single
surface sensor was used. This type of sensor has grooves that hold the sample. As the
materials moves in the grooves the dielectric constant changes. However, transition
temperatures and activation energies are well detected via this type of sensor. There is,
nonetheless, an increase in the permittivity of the composites after radiation and a
decrease in the neat PMMA after radiation (Table 1.7).
Table 1.7. Permittivity for PMMA with Barium titanate at 1 Hz
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
DEA data for PMMA composites before and after radiation
: Permittivity of beta transition at 1 Hz and 0 degree
Before

After

Neat PMMA

2.25

2.15

PMMA+BaTiO3 0.1wt%

2.02

2.32

PMMA+BaTiO3 1wt%

2.23

2.27

PMMA+BaTiO3 3wt%

2.13

2.29

PMMA+BaTiO3 5wt%

2.12

2.19

PMMA+BaTiO3 10wt%

2.32

2.36

PMMA+BaTiO3 20wt%

2.38

2.45

Table 1.8 reveals that activation energies for the beta transition were nearly unchanged by
the presence and amount of filler and unchanged by the radiation. Note than the gamma
transition is not dielectrically active in PMMA.
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Table 1.8. Activation energy of PMMA with Barium titanate at beta transition
(2 Mrad and 985 rads/min)
Activation energy of PMMA with Barium titanate at Beta transition
DEA test
Before
Neat PMMA

After

20.3 kcal/mol

20.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 0.1wt%

20.3 kcal/mol

20.4 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 1wt%

19.9 kcal/mol

20.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 3wt%

20.9 kcal/mol

21.0 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 5wt%

21.2 kcal/mol

20.3 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 10wt%

20.5 kcal/mol

19.6 kcal/mol

PMMA+BaTiO3 20wt%

19.6 kcal/mol

19.6 kcal/mol
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1.4

Conclusion

The PMMA nanocomposite series for gamma radiation shielding material were
synthesized by two methods and analyzed via DSC, DMA and DEA. This initial study
points out some very important findings related to nanocomposite processing and
properties and to radiation effects on these materials. The glass transition temperature and
microhardness data revealed that the ISPM method is less efficient than the PSON
method for producing uniform samples. This observation suggests that the processing
technique greatly affects sample uniformity. In the ISPM samples the presence of barium
titanate had no effect on radiation hardness of the samples as tested. However, in the
PSON method there was a slight improvement in radiation hardness in the barium titanate
composites. This is the case with and without MWNTs and coupling agents. This study
indicates that the filler-matrix interface affects radiation hardness. In poorly dispersed,
agglomerated samples, the radiation penetrated the matrix and is not attenuated by the
filler. The well dispersed samples with improved filler wetting provided improved
radiation hardness.
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CHAPTER 2
Dielectric Properties of Novel Polyurethane/ Silica Nanowire Composites

2.1

Introduction

Polyurethanes (PU), developed in the early 1940s, are a broad class of polymers
containing urethane groups [-OC(=O)NH-] in their main chain [1]. These polymers have
the general structure (A-B)n, where A (the hard segment) is usually generated by
extending an aromatic diisocyanate with a low molecular weight diol. The soft segment B
is formed from a polyester or polyether macro glycol [2]. They exhibit high elasticity,
high abrasion resistance, and high reactivity in reaction injection molding processes [3].
Because of these desirable properties polyurethane nanocomposites have attracted
increased interest in recent years; they possess not only the important properties of
polymers (e.g., flexibility, ductility and dielectric) but also properties of inorganic
materials (e.g., rigidity, high thermal stability, strength, hardness, high refractive index)
[4] in addition to any novel properties from the addition of nano particles.

This

combination of properties could be used on a large scale for foam, fiber, adhesive and
coating applications. Many recent advances in the production of nanowires point to the
possibility of designing high performance nanocomposites with these materials and high
performance polymers [5-15].
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In 1979, a new grade polyurethane, Tecoflex®, was synthesized from the aliphatic
4,4’-methylene dicyclohexyl diisocyanate (H12MDI) with polytetramethylene ether glycol.
Despite Tecoflex®’s longevity and wide use, this polymer’s dielectric behavior has not
been widely studied. Therefore, the dielectric response of neat PU, Tecoflex®, and PU
composites with silica nanowire from -150 to 150 ºC is presented. The mechanism of
nanowire growing with diameters ranging from 50 to 500 nm has been established to
follow the vapour liquid solid (VLS) model via the PtSi phase acting as the catalyst [26].
Our previous thermal stability study of PU nanowire composites have yielded increased
heat stability to 330 ºC. In comparison, neat PU only maintains thermal stability in
temperatures that range to 250 ºC [16].
Interfacial polarization is always present in polymers and polymer composites
because of heterogeneity caused by additives, fillers or even impurities. Usually, in
systems with a conductive component, interfacial relaxation is obscured by conductivity
and the dielectric permittivity may be as high as 1000 at low frequencies [17]. In order to
overcome this problem McCrum et al. decided to use the formalism “electric modulus”
[18]. Macedo et al. first used this modulus for the study of electrical relaxation
phenomena in vitreous ionic conductors [19]. This formalism has also been used in
polymers to investigate conductivity relaxation behavior [20-25,30]. This technique
provides an advantage in describing bulk relaxation properties when using the electric
modulus because variations in the large values of permittivity and conductivity at low
frequencies are minimized. Therefore, in this work, various mathematical treatments
using electric modulus were used to reveal both the viscoelastic and conductivity
relaxations. This work is of important study because dielectric behavior provides
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information about structural property and relaxations present in the polymer. It can also
be used to investigate the conductivity and interaction of the polymer with nanofillers
which is of current interest.
2.2

Experimental

2.2.1

Materials

The elastomeric material selected for this investigation was thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPUs). The TPU used was Tecoflex® by Thermedics, Inc. (Woburn, MA) in shore
hardness grades of SG85A. Figure 2.1 shows the proposed structure of Tecoflex®
SG85A. The Tecoflex® pellets were dried for at least 5 hr in a vacuum oven at 70℃
according to the manufacturer’s specifications prior to use. The silica nanowire used as
filler were manufactured by the USF Electrical Engineering Department [26]. The solvent
used was reagent grade tetrahydrofuran (THF) purchased from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA).
O H
H
O C nO C N
H

H
C
H

HO

H

N C O C O

H

4

Figure 2.1. Proposed structure of Tecoflex SG-85A

2.2.2

Nanocomposite preparation

Dry polymer was dissolved in THF and used for PU nanocomposites preparation. The
silica nanowire was sonicated in THF for 3 hr with a Branson Sonifer 450. The THF
containing the dispersed silica nanowire (0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt %) was then combined with a
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10% (w/v) TPUs/THF solution. This mixture was sonicated an additional 3 hr. The
resulting polyurethane nanocomposites were dried under fume hood for two days and
then placed under vacuum at 80 ºC for 24 hr.
2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC measurements were performed on a TA Instruments DSC 2920 (Differential
scanning calorimeter) to determine the glass transition temperature, Tg, of polyurethane
nanocomposite series. The samples (3-10mg) previously dried were hermetically sealed
in aluminum pans and measurements were carried out under a high purity continuous
nitrogen purge. The DSC cell was calibrated with an indium standard and was heated
using a ramp rate of 10 ºC/min to 120 ºC, quench cooled with liquid nitrogen to -150 ºC
and then reheated at the same rate. The Tg was taken from the second heating cycle.
2.2.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Onset of decomposition temperature was determined by thermogravimetric analysis with
a TA Instruments HiRes TGA 2950 (thermogravimetric analyzer). The samples between
20 and 80 mg were heated from 30 to 600℃ at a heating rate of 10℃/min under a dry
nitrogen purge.
2.2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM)
The surface morphology of the nanocomposites was observed under the scanning
electron microscopy (SEM S 800, 25 kV). Further, samples were investigated under the
transmission electron microscope (FEI Tecnai F20 S-Twin) which was thinned using
Focused Ion Beam (FEI Focused Ion Beam Quanta 200 3D Dual Beam).
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2.2.6 Sample Molding
Samples used for measurement in the DMA and DEA were compression molded using a
Carver Press equipped with a heating element at a temperature of 160 ºC for 5 min and
then air cooled under pressure to room temperature. DEA samples were molded into
rectangular disks with dimensions of 25×20×1 mm. Molded samples were then dried in a
vacuum oven at 60℃.

2.2.7 Dielectric Analysis (DEA)
Dielectric data were collected using a TA Instruments DEA 2970 (dielectric analyzer).
The analysis was conducted under helium purge of 700 ml/min from a temperature -150
to 150℃ through a frequency range of 1 to 100 kHz. Single surface sensors were used.

The sample was heated to 135℃ to embed the sample into the channels of the single
surface sensor and then taken down to cryogenic temperature with liquid nitrogen. A
maximum force of 250 N was applied to the sample to achieve a minimum spacing of
0.25 mm. Capacitance and conductance were measured as a function of time, temperature
and frequency to obtain the dielectric constant, or permittivity (ε′), the dielectric loss (ε″)
and the loss tangent (tan δ= ε˝/ε΄).
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 DSC and TGA
The glass transition temperatures (Tg) for the neat PU and polyurethane nanocomposites
were observed using differential scanning calorimetry. The Tg shown in Figure 2.2 for
neat PU was determined to be -74.6 ºC as compared to values ranging from -72.2 ºC to 74.5 ºC in the series with nanocomposites. The results show that the glass transition
temperatures were not changed with the addition of SiO2 nanowires. This indicates that
the nanowire did not appear to act as a plasticizer or to adhere to the PU.
Neat PU

1.5

0.1 wt% nanowire
Heat Flow (W/g)

0.5

0.5 wt% nanowire
1 wt% nanowire

-0.5
72.3℃

-1.5

74.5℃

-2.5

72.2℃

74.6℃

-3.5
-120

-70

-20

30

Temperature (℃)

Figure 2.2. A plot of the DSC scans for the neat PU and PU nanowire composites
The thermal stability of the respective nanocomposites was investigated using TGA
measurements. The results are in agreement with the presence of two phases on several of
the decomposition temperatures which can be associated with the soft and hard segments
in the PU. It has been shown that decomposition of the first stage is associated with the
hard segments while the second step is related to the decomposition of the soft segments
[27]. Yang et al. have reported that depolymerization of the urethane links is related the
first step of decomposition [28]. As presented in figure 2.3, all compounds showed
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improved heat stability, with the addition of silica nanowire, through the prevention of
heat degradation. The thermal stability value for neat PU is 313.5 ºC. It was increased by
17 ºC for 0.1 wt% nanowire composite and the same increase was observed with 0.5 wt%
nanowires composite. However, the filler’s affect did not increase above 1 wt % of silica
nanowire due to agglomeration of silica nanowire.
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80
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Figure 2.3 TGA thermograms of neat PU and PU / silica nanowire composites

2.3.2 SEM and TEM
A simple technique has been reported to synthesize high aspect ratio, bottom-up grown
amorphous silica nanowires on Si using a Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS) mechanism unlike
other complex procedures [26]. Following a similar protocol a palladium thin film was
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used to catalyze the nanowire growth on Si at a temperature of 1100 ºC in ambient
Argon. The structure and morphology of the nanowires is tailored by varying the growth
conditions. A metal (catalyst nanoparticles) decorated wire architecture was created by
controlling the annealing kinetics. Transmission electron microscopy revealed dense
growth of interwoven nanowires.
C
O

A

Pd
Si
0.4 1.6 2.8 KV

1 µm

B

C

100 nm

1 µm

Figure 2.4. TEM Images of Nanowires Catalyzed by Pd Thin Film (A) dense
intertwined wires showing dark contrast (B) Metal loaded silica nanowires of
various size, average estimated diameter = 80 nm, (C) High aspect ratio
nanostructures
The energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) image, shown as an inset in figure 2.4 (A),
indicates the presence of Pd (used as a catalyst). In addition, the elemental composition of
these nanowires were found to align with the SiOx stoichiometry (1.5<x<2). The catalyst
migration has been highlighted by the dark contrast spots along the nanowire body in
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figure 2.4 (B). Also, the results give an insight into the wetting characteristics of the
surface. The non-uniform diameter of these wires could be attributed to the variation in
seed size. The estimated diameter was found to be 80 nm. The high aspect ratio of these
nanostructures (50:1 to 10,000:1), as seen in Figure 2.4 (C), has been strictly a function
of growth time and nucleation kinetics.
Figure 2.5 depicts SEM images of the fracture surface of PU nanowire composite. SEM
results indicate a good dispersion of inorganic nanostructures in the segmented
polyurethane. Anisotropic nanoparticles are seen distributed with some possible
agglomeration in the host template. Introducing the filler via sonication could possibly
explain the observed non-uniformity in size and shape analysis.
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A

SiO2 nanoparticles

Polymer Surface

B

10 µm

C

Si

O

Cu
1.8

KV

8.1

20 nm

Figure 2.5. Polyurethane Nanocomposite using Silica Nanowires as Filler (A) SEM
image indicating dispersed whitish silica nanoparticles in the polymer matrix, Inset:
Higher magnification SEM micrograph revealing NW outgrowth from the
intentionally fractured polymer surface; (B) Dispersion of silica NWs in the
polyurethane host, Inset: EDX spectrum indicating the presence of C, Si and O

2.3.3 DEA
Dielectric analysis is used to determine the structural relaxations and molecular motion
present in polymeric materials holding a permanent dipole moment [18, 29]. As material
is exposed to an alternating electric field generated by applying a sinusoidal voltage,
alignment of dipoles is caused which results in polarization. The capacitance and
conductance of the material measured over a range of temperature and frequency are
related to the permittivity, ε′, and the loss factor, ε″, respectively. The dielectric
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permittivity represents the amount of dipole alignment and the loss factor measures the
energy required to align dipoles or move ions [30].
2.3.4 β relaxation
The β relaxation of PU and PU nanowire composites, as measured by the loss factor,
appears as a weak peak within the temperature range of -150 to -40 ºC which is lower
than the measured mechanical β relaxation. It obeys Arrhenius behavior which is
characteristic of secondary relaxations in polymers. The Arrhenius plot of ln frequency
vs. reciprocal of temperature showed that the peak temperature maxima increased linearly
with frequency (figure 2.6) [18, 31-32]. The slope of Arrhenius plot was used to
determine the activation energy from:

ln f = ln f 0 −

∆E a
RT

(Eq.2.1)
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Figure 2.6. Arrhenius plot of β relaxation for neat PU and silica nanowire
composites
The activation energy of the β relaxation is shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. The transitions for DEA of neat PU and PU silica nanowire composites
PU control

EA

8.6 kcal/mol

PU nanowire 0.1 PU nanowire 0.5
wt%
wt%
8.4 kcal/mol

8.4 kcal/mol

PU nanowire 1
wt%
8.5 kcal/mol

The slow orientation polarization by applying an electric field result in the motion of the (CH2)4-O(CO)N- group in the poly(tetramethylene ether glycol) chain unit. The
orientation polarization is strongly dependent on the dipole moment of -(CH2)4-O(CO)Ngroup [33-34]. This dipole moment can be easily aligned in an electric field. It has been
also observed that the activation energy value of the β transition showed similar values
on all sample. Activation energies were all 8.4-8.6 kcal/mol. This means that the silica
nanowire did not have an effect on the orientation polarization and viscoelastic
deformation of β transition.
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2.3.5 α relaxation
The α peak was only observed at high frequencies (6-100 kHz) at ca. 35-55 ℃ in the loss
factor plot (figure 2.7).

0.5

1 Hz
10 Hz
100 Hz

loss factor (ε")

0.4

1 kHz
10 kHz

0.3

100 kHz

0.2
0.1

0
-150

-50

50

150

Temperature (℃)
Figure 2.7. DEA data: loss factor (ε″) vs. temperature for neat PU
Below 6 kHz the α relaxation was obscured by conductivity effects so the electric
modulus formalism was used. In order to obtain the electric modulus, M, the
mathematical treatment described by equation 2.2 of the complex permittivity, ε*, was
carried out by taking the inverse of ε*.
M* =

1

ε

*

= M ′ + iM ′′ =

ε′
ε ′′
+ 2
2
(ε ′ + ε ′′ ) (ε ′ + ε ′′ 2 )
2

(Eq.2.2)

Two advantages were offered by using the electric loss modulus, M″. First, the maximum
in M″ will occur at a lower temperature than the maxima in tan δ and ε″ (shown in figure
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2.8) under the condition where permittivity is increasing with temperature. Second,
although conductivity is a complicating factor, the loss function is minimized because ε′
is present in the denominator to the second power [20].
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Temperature(℃)

Figure 2.8. Dielectric loss functions at 100 Hz in neat PU
For comparison of neat PU the electrical loss functions at 100 Hz are shown in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Loss modulus (e″) and Electric loss modulus (M″) vs. temperature at 100
Hz for all samples
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The electric loss modulus, M″, easily reveals the α relaxation peak at low frequency (13000 Hz). This follows Arrhenius behavior and has an activation energy of 16.8 kcal/mol
for neat PU as shown in Figure 10. This transition can be attributed to the glass transition
of the materials in the temperature range of -70 to -75 °C which is in agreement with the
results of the DSC measurements.
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3
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0
0.0035

0.004

0.0045

0.005

1/T
Figure 2.10. Arrhenius plot of α relaxation for neat PU
2.3.6 Conductivity relaxation
The loss factor term observed in polymeric material is a combination of two factors, the
rotational reorientation of the permanent dipoles and the translational diffusion of ions.
The first factor is known as dipolar relaxation whereas the second factor causes
conduction which results in conductivity relaxation (equations (2.3)-(2.5)) [18,19, 29, 3538].
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′′ + ε ion
′′
ε ′′ = ε dipole

′′ = (ε R − ε U )
ε dipole

′′ =
ε ion

(Eq.2.3)

ωτ E
2
1 + ω 2τ E

(Eq.2.4)

σ ac
ωε 0

(Eq.2.5)

Figure 2.9 shows the loss modulus, e″, and electric loss modulus, M″, vs. temperature at
1 kHz for all sample. By taking the electric modulus a third M″ is seen in the electric loss
modulus spectra above the glass transition temperature. This fact can be proven in several
methods in order to reveal that this is a conductivity relaxation and not a viscoelastic
relaxation.
Proof 1.
In an Argand plot a semi-circular graph is characteristic of the Debye model [18, 39].
Argand plots for both neat PU and the series of composites exhibited semi-circular
behavior at temperatures far above the glass transition region (-70 ºC) whereas below Tg
the plots deviate from Debye behavior. This proves that the high temperature relaxation is
not a viscoelastic relaxation, but a conductivity relaxation. The figure 2.11 shows the
Argand plot of neat PU and the series of nano composites at 135 ºC. The dielectric
strength of a polymer system, Δε, corresponds to the density of dipoles per unit volume
and the strength and extent of their alignment due to molecular motion [40]. From the
Argand plot (figure 2.11), the difference between beginning and end point on the x-axis
proceeding from lower to higher values corresponds to relaxation strength shown in
Table 2.2. There was no significant change in Δε with addition of nanowire.
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Figure 2.11. Argand plot derived from the conductivity relaxation region (135 °C)
Table 2.2. Dielectric relaxation strength

Relaxation
Strength

neat PU

PU nanowire 0.1wt%

PU nanowire 1 wt%

0.26

0.26

0.25

Proof 2.
The expression for the electric modulus, (M), equation 2.6, was employed under the
assumption that ionic conduction results from the independent of viscoelastic, the
diffusion of ions and dipolar relaxation in terms of time, frequency and modulus [19-20,
35, 37].

 iωτ σ
M = M s 
 1 + iωτ σ





 ωτ σ

 (ωτ σ )2 
+ iM s 
= Ms
2 
2 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 
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(6)

It follows from equation 2.6 in this assumption above that plots of log M″ and log M′ vs.
log frequency will have slopes of 1 and 2 respectively at low frequency [29]. Figure 2.12
shows these plots for neat PU above the glass transition temperature region.

Figure 2.12. Dependence of M′ and M″ on frequency in the conductivity relaxation
region (135 °C) for neat PU
The actual slope value for the M′ plot and M″ for neat PU is a 1.59 (ideal=2) and 0.95
(ideal=1); whereas similar plots were not gained for temperatures in the glass transition
temperature region and below. The log M″ vs. log frequency plots for silica nano wire
composites are shown in figure 2.13. As the silica nano wire content increased, the slope
approached the ideal values in M' and M″.
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Figure 2.13. Dependence of M″ on frequency in the conductivity relaxation region
(135℃) for 0.1wt% (a) and 1wt% nano composite (b)
This indicates that conductivity effects are slightly more dominant in the presence of
silica nano wire. This is likely due to interfacial charge build up at the fiber-PU interface
due to a lack of adhesion.
Proof 3.
Equation 2.4 is used to describe the loss factor when viscoelastic effects are negligible
[41-43]. The plots for the frequency dependence of AC conductivity (σAC) in the
temperature range above Tg where conductivity is present are shown in figure 2.14. DC
conductivity (σDC) was revealed by extrapolation to zero frequency. At low temperatures
AC conductivity is frequency dependent, as expected. As the temperature increases the
frequency dependence of AC conductivity gradually diminishes and eventually reaches a
plateau.
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Figure 2.14. Frequency dependence of ac conductivity for neat PU and 1 wt% nano
composite in temperature proceeding from 0 to 130 °C at intervals of 10 °C: (A) ac
conductivity dependence for neat PU; (B) Arrhenius plot of ionic conductivity for
neat PU; (C) ac conductivity dependence for 1 wt% nano composite; (D) Arrhenius
plot of ionic conductivity for 1 wt% nano composite

In figure 2.14 both plots B and D show that DC conductivity follows an Arrhenius
relationship described by equation 2.7, where E is the apparent activation energy, k is
Boltzmann’s constant and σ0 is the pre-exponential factor [44].
−E
log σ Dc = log σ 0 exp

 kT 

(Eq.2.7)
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Figure 2.14 (B and D) and 2.15 are used to compare the temperature dependence of the
M″ peak and DC conductivity.
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Figure 2.15. Arrhenius plots of the conductivity M″ peak for neat PU
The ionic conductivity activation energy determined from both plots, the energy required
to cause the translation diffusion of ions in the polymer matrix, for neat and nano
composites of PU are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Activation energy from DC conductivity and M″
Ea from DC
conductivity

Ea from M"

PU control

5.4 kcal/mol

12.2 kcal/mol

PU nanowire 0.1wt%

5.0 kcal/mol

11.6 kcal/mol

PU nanowire 0.5wt%

4.4 kcal/mol

11.4 kcal/mol

PU nanowire 1wt%

5.3 kcal/mol

12.2 kcal/mol
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The activation energies obtained from ionic conductivity were relatively constant and
varied from 4.4 to 5.4 kcal/mol. The lowest value of 4.4 kcal/mol was obtained for the
0.5 wt% nanowire sample. This could indicate more agglomeration at the higher filler
content, allowing ions to move more freely due to a lack of adhesion at the filler/polymer
interface. It is significant to note that activation energies measured via the frequency
dependence of M” maxima are over double those measured via conductivity plots. Pissis
et al. noted similar differences in electrical conductivity plots for poly (hydroxyethyl
acrylate) hydrogels [41]. Differences were attributed to the fact that relaxation
mechanisms (dipolar and/or interfacial) other than DC conductivity also contribute to the
electric loss moduli plots.
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2.6

Conclusion

This study presents an interpretation of the dielectric spectrum of a series of PU nanowire
composites where the electric modulus formalism was used to verify the viscoelastic and
conductivity relaxations presents in the polymer. Several approaches were successfully
applied to reveal the presence of the conductivity relaxation. Neat PU and the composites:
(1) exhibited circular behavior in Argand plots, (2) the slope values in log M″ and log M′
vs. log frequency plots approach 1 and 2 respectively. As filler content increases the
slopes are nearer to the ideal values. (3) Plots of ln f versus 1/T are linear. Activation
energies decrease with filler addition at levels of 0.1 and 0.5 wt%. At 1 wt% there is a
decrease due to agglomeration of the silica wires.
Two noticeable features were observed as silica nanowire was added. The glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the PU matrix remained unaffected by the presence of silica
nanowire. The thermal stability of the PU improved with nanowire addition.
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CHAPTER 3
Zero Dimensional Metal-Organic Material Organic Polymer Composites: A
Dodecyloxy Copper Nanoball Dispersed in Methacrylate Polymers

3.1

Introduction

Polymer composites containing nanosized fillers have generated explosive interest since
the early 1980’s (1-4). Many recent studies have been conducted incorporating nanofillers into polymer matrices to design materials with tunable mechanical, thermal, and
optical properties [5-9]. Conventional filled polymers, where the reinforcement is on the
order of microns, have been replaced by composites with discrete nanosized fillers [1012]. Gradually, theories that predicted that composite properties are independent of
particle size in the micron range were challenged by nanocomposites [6]. Rather,
nanocomposite properties are greatly influenced by the surface area of the particles and
by quantum effects encountered in nanodimensional systems [7]. All of this is
complicated by the fact that nanoparticles are inclined to aggregate or migrate to
interfaces. Much effort has been devoted to optimize dispersion of nanofillers in the
polymer matrices, as polymer-nanoparticle interactions and adhesion greatly influence
performance of the material [13, 14]. A well- dispersed composite system with various
noncovalent interactions such as those that arise from hydrogen bonding, electrostatic
attractions and π-π interactions [15-17] between the filler and the matrix, can transfer
stress and the interface will stop the development of cracks and impede stress
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concentrations [18]. Overall, large reinforcement increases are noted at low nanoparticle
loadings. Additionally, functional properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity,
porosity and luminescence can be tailored for specific applications. The design of high
performance composites requires optimizing dispersion, nanoparticle-polymer
noncovalent interactions and the chemistry of the materials.
Nanocomposites can be grouped in different ways. For example, Keledi et al
classify nanocomposites according to dimensionality: plates, nanotubes and fiber, and
spheres [19]. Hine et al distinguish between self-reinforcing nanocomposites where in the
polymer serves as both reinforcement and matrix, and conventional composites
containing hetero particles [20]. Gacitua et al reviewed natural and synthetic
nanocomposites and stressed the importance of developing new technologies to mix
nanofillers and polymers on the atomic scale. [13]. From a chemistry standpoint
nanoreinforcements are classified as metals, nonmetals, organics and metal-organics.
This study presents a snapshot of some of the swiftly emerging research on metal-organic
nanocomposites and research conducted in our laboratories.
Zaworotko and his researchers classify metal-organic materials, MOMs,
containing metals and organic ligands arranged in various ways [21]. The simplest are
discrete, zero dimensional structures such as metal-organic polyhedra, nanoballs and
metal-organic polygons. More extended structures are coordination polymers with
periodicity in one, two and three dimensions, referred to as 1D, 2D and 3D. Chains,
ladders and tapes are examples of 1D structures. Sheets and bilayers are 2D structures.
3D structures are more complex and Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are one type of
3D structures with nanometer size cavities that sequester, or adsorb small molecules [2264

23]. MOMs represent a broad class of materials that are very attractive for use in the
design of polymer composites. They offer limitless diversity in the design of new
structures, they are easily synthesized via self-assembly and they can be cost effective
and easily processed into nanocomposite materials. MOM structures can be designed to
interact with different classes of polymers to produce materials for specific applications.
Three-dimensional MOFs are permanently porous solids with exceptionally high
surface areas. There has been a growing interest in these MOFs for use in applications
requiring host-guest chemistry such as gas storage, drug delivery, catalysis and separation
[24-29]. Interesting research has surfaced describing organic polymer nanocomposites
processed with MOFs. Kitagawa’s group formed polymer composites by polymerizing
within the channels of MOFs [30]. The tunable channel sizes and shapes of the MOFs
allowed for precision synthesis of polymeric materials. They were able to control the
number of chains within the channels, the environment and chain orientation. These
polymers can be isolated by removing the MOF under mild conditions. Importantly, the
polymer MOF composites can also be designed to function intact as platforms for
nanoscale processes. Uemura has recently written an excellent review describing
polymerizations conducted in the one-dimensional channels in MOFs resulting in control
of molecular weight, stereoregularity, regioselectivity and sequence [31].
Some of the earliest work on MOF polymer composites aimed at producing gas
separation membranes. In 2004, Yahiya et al were able to separate carbon dioxide and
methane from natural gas using membranes made of the MOF copper (II) biphenyl
dicarboxylate-triethylenediamene incorporated into poly(3-acetoxyethylthiophene [32].
This “mixed matrix membrane” (MMM), as compared to the neat polymer, demonstrated
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facilitated transport by the copper-polymer complex. Later, gas separation membranes
were designed and processed with glassy polyimide matrices and zeolitic imidazolate
frameworks [33]. Permeation studies revealed enhanced carbon dioxide permeability as
well as enhanced carbon dioxide-methane selectivity when samples were processed with
high intensity sonication. In another gas sequestering study, Walton et al developed
polymer/MOF membranes made from poly(vinyl acetate) and a MOF of copper and
terephthalic acid (CuTPA) [34]. The permeability of He, O2, N2, CH4 and CO2 was
enhanced with the MMM as compared to neat polymer. Perfluorinated sulfonic acid
polymers were processed with MOFs to form proton exchange membranes for use in fuel
cells [35]. The MOFs conducted protons above 100 °C and processing films of the MOFs
with the polymer resulted in alleviating problems associated with powders that are
difficult to work with. Molecular dynamics predicted that MOFs made from octahedral
Zn4O(CO2)6 clusters joined with butynedioate exhibit negative thermal expansion
behavior from 0 to 500K [36]. When processed into films with polyethylene the volume
of the composite remained constant to 0.059% from 300-600K. Our group studied drug
delivery composites of a hydrogel with a zeolite-like metal–organic framework, rhoZMOF, using 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), 2,3-dihydroxypropyl methacrylate
(DHPMA), N-vinyl-2-pyrolidinone (VP) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA),
and the corresponding release of the anti-arrhythmia drug, procainamide (protonated, PH)
[37]. PH was sequestered in the MOF and slow and sustained release was noted in the
composite as compared to release observed in the neat hydrogel control samples.
Metal-organic 2D structures are similar to clay in that they function to intercalate
guest molecules [38]. In 2008 an interesting study was conducted on a two-dimensional
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framework, [Ni(dmen)2]2[FeIII(CN)6] PhBSO3 (1;dmen= 1,1-dimethylethylenediamine;
PhBSO3 = p-phenylbenzenesulfonate) [31, 39]. This redox active, 2D coordination
polymer contains nanoslits which were filled with pyrrole. An oxidative and intercalative
polymerization of was conducted within the nanoslits forming a layered structure of host
and polypyrrole. Layer by layer structures were synthesized. The host was removed with
ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid. The resulting polymer contained ordered planes of
polypyrrole and exhibited anisotropic conductivity. Another metal organic, lead
methacrylate, LDMA, was used to synthesize layered polymer composites[40]. The
LDMA was prepared by dissolving PbO in methacrylate, MA. The solution was
incubated at 20 °C for several weeks. Two-dimensional metal-organic LDMA layered
structures formed. These were isolated and polymerized via gamma radiation. Samples
were exposed to H2S gas and PbS layered polymer structures formed. This is another
instance in which a metal organic starting material is used to control the processing of
materials but does not remain intact in the final product.
Although literature is scarce on 1D metal-organic polymer composites several
interesting 1D metal-organic architectures have been synthesized and would make very
interesting polymer nanocomposites. These include helices, zigzag chains, molecular
ladder and nanotubes [38, 41, 42]. Our group of collaborators synthesized a 1dimensional coordination polymer copper-4,40-trimethylenedipyridine (CU-TMDP) [43].
The crystal structure of CU-TMDP consists of polymeric chains with Cu(II) ions bridged
by two 4,40-tmdp molecules the polymeric chains are closely packed forming layers that
are held together through van der Waals and weak hydrogen bonds forming a 1-D
coordination polymer. A series of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)/ (CU-TMDP)
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composites were prepared and analyzed. Raman characterization led to the conclusion
that there is a weak interaction (van der Waals interaction) between the pyridine ring
structure of the PCP and the PMMA Matrix. The interaction manifested itself in glass
transition temperatures, hardness and moduli that increased with CU-TMDP
concentrations from 0-0.5% by weight. Jordan et el reviewed experimental trends in
polymer nanocomposites [6]. They note that when filler particles interact with the matrix
the elastic volume increases with concentration of the filler, whereas, if aggregation
occurs, the modulus drops. Knowing that particle aggregation is accompanied by
irregularities in property enhancement versus filler concentration, we suggest that the van
der Waals interactions in our materials are an asset that eliminates problems associated
with nanocomposite processing.
Discrete (0-dimensional) nanometer scale metal-organic structures are currently of
great interest [21, 38, 44-46]. They can be used as building blocks to form higher order
network structures. They contain windows allowing them to act as hosts for guest
molecules in applications involving drug delivery, separation, sorption and sensing.
Functional groups can be varied to produce a diverse array of chemistries in both the
interior and exterior of the structures. These structures are soluble in a variety of organic
solvents. Our group is particularly interested in metal-organic polyhedra, or nanoball
(NBs) for use in the design of polymer nanocomposites. These structures resemble
rhombihexahedra with the formula [L2Cu2(bdc)2]12 (L 5 solvent or substituted pyridine,
bdc 5 benzene-1,3-dicarboxylate) [47].

For initial studies [48, 49] we chose the

following metal organic, self-assembled nanoball with hydroxyl functionality:
[(DMSO)(MeOH) Cu2 (benzene-1,3-dicarboxylate-5-OH)2]12 . This nanoball, referred to
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the hydroxyl NB, has –OH groups on the surface and the internal volume is 1nm3. The
window has sides 12.749 Å long and the triangular sides are 12.716 Å long. Since MeOH
ligands actively bind to the interior surface, hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) can act
as a ligand as well and find its way into the interior of the nanoball. We in situ
synthesized a series of PHEMA-nanoball composites and poly(methyl methacrylate)
PMMA-nanoball. It was anticipated that the PMMA composites would have minimal
interactions with the nanoballs as compared to PHEMA. Unlike PMMA, both PHEMA
and the nanoballs are soluble in methanol. We probed relaxation dynamics in both sets of
composites. PHEMA composites exhibited persistent interactions with the nanoballs in
contrast to the PMMA composites in which the nanoballs leached from the matrix when
immersed in methanol. K. McCann et al. studied interactions of PHEMA, PDHPMA (2,
3-Dihydroxypropyl methacrylate), and HEMA/DHPMA copolymer with OH nanoballs
[50]. DHPMA decreased the solubility of the nanoball in the polymer matrix and this in
turn influenced relaxation behavior.
The synthesis a discrete (zero dimensional) dodecyloxy copper nanoball, (C12 NB)
has been reported [51, 52]. This nanoball attracted our interest because the nonpolar
dodecyloxy chains offer a hydrophobic environment for interactions with PMMA and
PHEMA in contrast to the hydroxyl NB mentioned above. C12 NB self-assembles and the
solid structure is [Cu2(OC12-bdc)2 L2]12 [(OC12-bdc)2 =5-(dodecyloxy)-1,3benzenedicarboxylate; L = solvent]. In the solid state, the crystal packing is such that
each OC12 NB is surrounded by four others in a somewhat tetrahedral arrangement (Fig
1). Depending on the solvent and the method used for crystallization, some of the OC12
chains may thread through the windows of adjacent OC12 NB molecules [51, 52].
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Herein, a series of PMMA-dodecyloxy NB and PHEMA-dodecyloxy NB composites
were synthesized in situ and characterized. The dodecyl groups significantly alter the
solubility of the nanoballs, imparting hydrophobicity to the surface of the nanoball. A
comparison study was made between the PMMA-NB and PHEMA-NB nanocomposites.
Structure property relations are discussed in terms of interactions between the polymer
matrices and nanoball surfaces and interiors. These OC12 NB and the hydroxyl NB
polymer composites are the first studies to date that probe relaxations and conductivity in
discrete polyhedral metal-organic polymer composites.

Figure 3.1. Geometry of the distorted tetrahedron generated via interacting OC12
NBs. Green nanoballs donate a single OC12-chain each to the red central nanoball
while the blue nanoballs accept a single OC12-chain each from the red central
nanoball taken from Ref. 51.
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3.2

Experimental

3.2.1

Materials

Benz R&D (Sarasota, FL) provided 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) with
monomethyl ether hydroquinone (MEHQ) inhibitor removed.

Methyl methacrylate

(MMA) monomer was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The
monomethyl ether hydroquinone (MEHQ) inhibitor was removed from the MMA using a
fresh MEHQ inhibitor remover column available from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). The
free radical initiator 2-2’-azobis(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile) (Vazo 52®) was purchased
DuPont (Wilmington, DE).
3.2.2

Synthesis of OC12 Nanoballs

The OC12 nanoballs were synthesized by Zaworotko and co-workers as reported
previously [51].
3.2.3

Poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)-Nanoball Nanocomposites

The hydrophobic OC12 nanoballs have minimal affinity for 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate
and were dispersed throughout the HEMA via in situ ultrasonic polymerization at
concentrations ranging from 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5% by weight. Using a Branson Sonifier
450, the monomer and nanoballs were sonicated in an ice bath under a nitrogen
atmosphere for 1h. Then, 0.2 wt % of Vazo52® was added to the mixture and sonicated
under a nitrogen atmosphere and in an oil bath at 60 °C until the mixture became viscous.
The sonicator probe was removed and polymerization was allowed to continue in the
heated oil bath for 6 h. The samples were post cured at 110 °C for 4 h.
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3.2.4

Poly (methyl methacrylate)-Nanoball Nanocomposites

Since OC12 nanoballs are soluble in MMA, 0, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5% by weight of nanoballs
were added to the MMA monomer prior to polymerization. 0.2 wt % of the free radical
initiator 2-2’-azobis(2,4-dimethylvaleronitrile) (Vazo 52®) was added to the monomer,
degassed with dry N2 gas and polymerized at 80 °C for 24 hr., followed by a post cure
session at 110 °C for 6 h.
3.2.5

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

A TA Instruments DSC 2920 (Differential Scanning Calorimeter) was used to determine
the glass transition temperature, Tg, of polymer nanocomposite series. The previously
dried samples (3-10mg) were hermetically sealed in aluminum pans and measurements
were carried out under a continuous purge with pure nitrogen. The DSC cell was
calibrated with an indium standard. Samples were scanned using a ramp rate of 10 ºC
/min to 150 ºC, quench cooled with liquid nitrogen to -150 ºC and then reheated at the
same rate. The Tg was taken from the second heating cycle.
3.2.6

Sample Molding

Samples used for measurement in the DEA were compression molded using a Carver
Press equipped with a heating element under pressure at a temperature of 160 ºC for 5
min and then air cooled under pressure to room temperature. DEA samples were molded
into rectangular disks with dimensions of 25ｘ20ｘ1 mm. Molded samples were dried in
a vacuum oven at 60 ºC and then stored under vacuum in the presence of phosphorous
pentoxide.
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3.2.7

Microhardness

A Leica Vickers Microhardness Tester (VMHT) MOT equipped with a square Vickers
indenter, with an angle α between non-adjacent faces of the pyramid of 136°, was used to
perform microindentation. The Vickers hardness number (HV) for each sample was
determined. The values were taken from the average of 10 indents. A load of 500 g and a
dwell time of 10 s were used. Each sample was approximately 1 mm thick and
measurements were made at room temperature.
3.2.8

Dielectric Analysis

Dielectric data were collected using a TA Instruments DEA 2970 (Dielectric Analyzer).
The analysis was conducted under helium purge of 700 ml/min from a temperature -150
to 150 ºC through a frequency range of 1 to 100 kHz. Single surface sensors were used.
The sample was heated to 135 ºC to embed the sample into the channels of the single
surface sensor and then taken down to cryogenic temperature with liquid nitrogen. A
maximum force of 250 N was applied to the sample to achieve a minimum spacing of
0.25 mm. Capacitance and conductance were measured as a function of time, temperature
and frequency to obtain the dielectric constant, or permittivity (ε′), the dielectric loss (ε″)
and the loss tangent (tan δ= ε″/ ε′).
3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1

Glass transition temperature and microhardness

The glass transition temperature provides insight into deciphering the primary interaction
between the nanoballs and the polymer matrix. The Tgs (Table 1) for neat PMMA and
PHEMA are 113.2 ºC and 99.8 ºC respectively. The incorporation of OC12 NBs into the
PMMA matrix at levels from 0.05-0.5% did not significantly alter the glass transition
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temperature of the matrix. This indicates that the OC12 nanoballs did not appear to act as
either a plasticizer or to strengthen the matrix. The nanoballs are soluble in PMMA, but
interfacial interactions are insufficient to alter the glass transition. However the Tg
decreased slowly in PHEMA nanocomposites as the NB concentration increased. At 0.5
wt % the glass transition temperature, dropped by about 7 ºC. This is reasonable as the
OC12 chains are not drawn to the hydrophilic matrix. Interactions between the nanoballs
and the matrix are minimal. Conceivably. the OC12 chains would tend migrate into the
cavity of the nanoball when it is dispersed in the monomer in an effort to avoid the
hydrophilic environment. Increased free volume at the filler-polymer interface is likely to
be responsible for the decrease in the glass transition temperature [6]. This is in contrast
to the hydroxyl nanoball composites studied earlier [48, 49]. The glass transition
temperature increased as the hydroxyl NBs were added to PHEMA, but decreased the Tg
of the PMMA matrix. In another study 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and 2,3dihydroxypropyl methacrylate (DHPMA) were used to synthesize copolymer
nanocomposites with the hydroxyl NB. The Tg of the neat copolymers decreased with
DHPMA content, but the addition of 0.5 wt % of nanoballs increased the glass transition
temperatures by an amount that diminished as the DHPMA content increased.
Table 3.1. Glass transition temperature (ºC)

Tg

Neat PMMA

0.05wt%

0.1 wt %

0.5 wt %

113.2

113.5

114.4

112.5

0.1 wt %

0.5 wt %

97.6

92.5

Neat PHEMA 0.05wt%
Tg

99.8

99.6
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This was attributed to the fact that DHPMA both plasticized the polymer and decreased
the solubility of the nanoballs in the matrix. Hardness (H) is a measure of a materials
resistance to surface deformation [34-36]. There is an increase in hardness upon addition
of the OC12 nanoballs for both polymer composite series (Table 3.2). This trend was
unexpected as it is well know that Tg is proportional to the cohesive energy density
(CED) by the following equation [53].

(Eq.3.1)
Where δ2 is the CED, m is a parameter that describes the internal mobility of the groups
in a single chain, R the gas constant and C1 is a constant. This relation between Tg and
harness (H) is almost linear in ideal systems. However, for both the PHEMA and PMMA
series the hardness remained relatively constant although the data were somewhat
scattered. Usually an increased resistance to surface deformation of polymer composites
is be due to the decreasing free volume content of the matrix associated with physical
crosslinking and/or entanglement with the filler.
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Table 3.2. Vickers hardness number of the polymer nanocomposites

sample

Hardness
number,(S.D.)
HV (MPa)

sample

Hardness
number,(S.D.)
HV (MPa)

Neat PHEMA

239(8.9)

Neat PMMA

241(2.8)

PHEMA+OC12 0.05wt%

237(5.7)

PMMA+OC12 0.05wt%

240(6.4)

PHEMA+OC12 0.1wt%

255(8.3)

PMMA+OC12 0.1wt%

246(4.8)

PHEMA+OC12 0.5wt%

231(10.8)

PMMA+OC12 0.5wt%

235(11.4)

In this system the OC12 NBs reinforce without interaction with the matrix in both
composite series. The nanoballs are not soluble in the PHEMA matrix and a reinforcing
network of nanoball clusters is possible reason for the increase in hardness.
3.3.2

Dielectric Analysis (DEA)

Both of the polymers and the nanoball used in this study have polar groups that are
detected via dielectric analysis. DEA is very sensitive to relaxations in polar polymers
and even weak relaxations which cannot be detected via other techniques are discernible
with DEA providing that the structures contain dipoles [54, 55] As material is exposed to
an alternating electric field generated by applying a sinusoidal voltage, alignment of
dipoles results in polarization. The capacitance and conductance of the material measured
over a range of temperature and frequency are related to the permittivity, ε΄, and the loss
factor, ε˝. The dielectric permittivity represents the amount of dipole alignment and the
loss factor measures the energy required to align dipoles or move ions [56]. The complex
permittivity, ε*, of a system is defined [54].
ε* = ε’ – iε”

(Eq.3.2)
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It has been documented by [49, 54, 56-57] that PHEMA and PMMA exhibit two sub-Tg
secondary relaxations and a primary glass transition. The transitions are termed α, β, and
γ proceeding from high to low temperature. The α transition corresponds the onset of
large scale segmental motion of the main chain. The β relaxation marks the rotation of the
ester side group and γ relaxation is associated with the rotation of the hydroxyethyl group
in PHEMA and with the methyl group rotation in PMMA [54, 58-60]. Methyl group
rotation is not evidenced via DEA. It is well known that the β relaxation for
polymethacrylates is strong and appear at shoulders of α peaks [56]. The dielectric
spectra of loss factor versus temperature in for PHEMA series and PMMA series are
shown in figure 3.2. The gamma relaxation is clearly evident in the lower temperature
area of the PHEMA series. The beta and alpha transitions for these materials are obscured
by conductivity and are analyzed via another procedure described later in this section.
These two transitions merge and are obscured by conductivity effects at higher
frequencies. The beta relaxations for PMMA series in figure 3.2 are discernible as well.
They are analyzed for lower frequencies but merge with the alpha transition at higher
frequencies. Data for higher temperatures are analyzed via additional data treatment and
are discussed later.

A

B
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C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure 3.2. DEA loss factor, ε˝, of (A, B, C, D) neat PMMA and composite series and
(E, F, G, H) neat PHEMA and composite series (Temp vs. ε˝)
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Arrhenius plots of ln frequency vs. reciprocal of temperature for the peak temperature
maxima of ε” are linear for secondary transitions [24, 42-43]. The slope of an Arrhenius
plot is used to determine the activation energies from:

ln f = ln f 0 −

∆E a
RT

(Eq.3.3)
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Figure 3.3. Arrhenius plot of γ relaxation for PHEMA composite series
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Table 3.3. Activation energies of the γ transition for PHEMA nanocomposites
Activation E.
(kcal/mol)

sample
Neat PHEMA

18.5

PHEMA+0.05wt% of OC12

17.9

PHEMA+0.1wt% of OC12

17.4

PHEMA+0.5wt% of OC12

15.5

As shown in Table 3.3, activation energy required for the alignment of the hydroxyethyl
group decreased with nanoball concentration for the PHEMA nanocomposites. This
indicates that the hydroxyethyl side group rotation is less sterically hindered in the
nanocomposites and requires less energy to rotate. This agrees with the glass transition
temperatures which decreased as a result of OC12 NB addition. DEA results for the
PHEMA hydroxyl nanoball composites revealed that the activation energy for the gamma
relaxation increased with nanoball concentration [49]. This is expected, since the
nanoballs are held in the PHEMA matrix with persistent secondary forces.
The beta activation for the PMMA-OC12 composites hardly varied with NB
concentration. This agrees with motion associated with the glass transition which
remained constant in the DSC tests. The OC12 nanoball appears not to perturb the PMMA
matrix. By contrast, the hydroxyl NB plasticized the PMMA matrix and the activation
energy for the beta relaxation decreased with NB concentration [49].
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Figure 3.4. Arrhenius plot of β relaxation for PMMA composite series
Table 3.4. Activation energies of the β transition for PMMA nanocomposites
Activation E.
(kcal/mol)

sample
Neat PMMA

18.9

PMMA+0.05wt% of OC12

19.2

PMMA+0.1wt% of OC12

19.5

PMMA+0.5wt% of OC12

19.5
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The dielectric permittivity, ε΄, increases with the number and strength of the dipoles that
align in the electric field. Table 3.5 reveals, as expected, that ε’ is much higher for
PHEMA and composites that for the PMMA materials due to the pendant hydroxyl group
in PHEMA. Interestingly, the dielectric constants increase with OC12 content. This points
to the fact that the OC12 chains may move into NB cavities when sonicated in the HEMA
and remain so after polymerization. This idea arises from the fact that increasing the
polarity of solvents for OC12 nanoballs was shown to drive the chains into the interior of
the nanoballs [51]. This means that there are less methylene groups on the surface to
entangle and deter dipole alignment. It is noteworthy to mention that the hydroxyl
nanoballs were shown to decrease ε’ in PHEMA [49]. This was explained by a decrease
in dipole alignment due to restricted motion caused by strong secondary interactions
between PHEMA and the hydroxyl NB.
ε΄ for the PMMA-OC12 composites decreased slightly with NB concentration. This points
to the lack of any significant interactions between the filler and the matrix that would
restrict dipole alignment. The PMMA-hydroxy nanoball composites exhibited an increase
in ε’ with NB content [49]. This agrees with other data discussed above that determined
that the hydroxyl nanoball plasticizes PMMA.
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Table 3.5. Comparison of the dielectric constant, ε', measured at 10 and 1000 Hz for
the polymer-nanoball nanocomposites at 25 °C and 60 °C
ε' at 25°C/

ε' at 25°C/

ε' at 60°C/

ε' at 60°C/

10Hz

1000Hz

10Hz

1000Hz

Neat PHEMA

5.46

4.88

8.81

8.18

PHEMA with 0.05wt% OC12

5.56

5.04

8.87

8.42

PHEMA with 0.1wt% OC12

5.97

5.54

8.93

8.65

PHEMA with 0.5wt% OC12

7.12

6.11

14.2

10.4

Neat PMMA

2.34

2.05

2.76

2.32

PMMA with 0.05wt% OC12

2.34

2.03

2.70

2.30

PMMA with 0.1wt% OC12

2.31

1.98

2.70

2.28

PMMA with 0.5wt% OC12

2.12

1.81

2.40

2.07

Sample

The loss factor term observed in polymeric material contains contributions from two
factors. The first factor is the rotational reorientation of the permanent dipoles known as
dipolar relaxation. The second is translational diffusion of ions causing conduction and
this results in a conductivity relaxation that it is possible to discern with proper data
analysis [54, 62-69]. The contributions to the loss factor are expressed as:
′′ + ε ion
′′
ε ′′ = ε dipole

′′ = (ε R − ε U )
ε dipole

′′ =
ε ion

(Eq.3.4)

ωτ E
2
1 + ω 2τ E

σ ac
ωε 0

(Eq.3.5)

(Eq.3.6)
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Where τ E is the dielectric relaxation time, ω is the angular frequency, and
represents the low frequency relaxed stat and the high frequency un-relaxed state,
respectively.
Conductivity effects are removed by using the electric modulus formalism. In
order to obtain the electric modulus, M, the mathematical treatment described by
Equation 3.7 of the complex permittivity, ε*, was carried out by taking the inverse of ε*.

M* =

1

ε

*

= M ′ + iM ′′ =

ε′
ε ′′
+ 2
2
(ε ′ + ε ′′ ) (ε ′ + ε ′′ 2 )

(Eq.3.7)

2

Two points are noted after applying electric modulus formalism. First, the maximum in
M″ versus temperature plots occurs at a lower temperature than the maxima in tan δ and
ε″ (figure 3.5). Second, although conductivity is a complicating factor, the loss function
is minimized because ε′ is present in the denominator to the second power [64].
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Figure 3.5. Dielectric loss functions at 100 Hz in (a) neat PHEMA and (b) PMMA
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Figure 3.6 shows the loss modulus, e″, and electric loss modulus, M″, vs. temperature at
10 kHz for all samples. The beta and alpha-merged relaxation are clarified in the
PHEMA series after electric modulus formalism. The beta transition activation energies
were calculated from peak heights in M˝ versus temperature plots. The beta transitions
were evidenced at frequencies from 1-10Hz, but merged at higher frequencies (Table 3.6).
Table 3.6. Activation energies of the α transition for the PHEMA nanocomposites
sample

Activation E. (kcal/mol)

Neat PHEMA

24.6

PHEMA+0.05wt% of OC12

18.3

PHEMA+0.1wt% of OC12

25.3

PHEMA+0.5wt% of OC12

20.5

In this set of data, peak maxima were not as clearly discernible as we had noted in earlier
experiments. The data were somewhat scattered but in the range of values obtained for
the PHEMA hydroxyl NB series [49].
It is well know that space charge effects are suppressed in the electric modulus and this
result in an ionic conductivity peak [64, 70, 71]. The conductivity peaks for the OC12
study are shown in figure 3.6. We believe that this is a conductivity relaxation and not a
viscoelastic relaxation. This fact is usually confirmed by three proofs; Argand plots, ionic
translation, and AC conductivity.
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Figure 3.6. Loss modulus (e″) [a, c] and Electric loss modulus (M″) [b, d] vs.
temperature at 10 kHz for all sample.
3.3.3

Proof 1. Argand plots

In an Argand plot a semi-circular graph is characteristic of the Debye model [72, 73, 51].
This ideal semi-circle are can be expressed by Debye equation at above Tg of polymer,
(equation 3.8) having a single relaxation time.
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(Eq.3.8)

Both the PHEMA and PMMA nanocomposite series exhibited semi-circular behavior at
temperatures well above the glass transition region where the plots exhibit Debye
behavior. On the other hand, in temperature regions over which viscoelastic relaxations
occur in polymer plots deviate from semicircular behavior due to a distribution of
relaxation times. Figure 3.7 shows the Argand plot of neat polymer and the series of
nanocomposites. The semicircular plots noted for all samples confirm conductivity
relaxations.
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Figure 3.7. Argand plot derived from the conductivity relaxation region for
PHEMA (180 °C) and PMMA (200 °C) nanocomposites

3.3.4

Proof 3 Log M΄ and Log M˝ vs. Log frequency

The expression for the electric modulus, (M), equation 3.9, was employed under the
assumption that ionic conduction results from the diffusion of ions independent of
viscoelastic and dipole relaxation in terms of time, frequency and modulus [63-65, 67].

 iωτ σ
M = M s 
 1 + iωτ σ





 ωτ σ

 (ωτ σ )2 
+ iM s 
= Ms
2 
2 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 

In equation 3.9 Ms = 1/εR where

εR

(Eq.3.9)

occurs at a value of ε' that is independent of

temperature. It follows from equation 3.9 in this assumption above that plots of log M′
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and log M″ vs. log frequency will have slopes of 2 and 1 respectively at low frequency
[64, 75].
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Figure 3.8. Dependence of M' and M″ on frequency in the conductivity relaxation
region for PHEMA nanocomposites. (a) M' dependence for PHEMA; (b) M″
dependence for PHEMA; (c) M' dependence for PMMA; (d) M″ dependence for
PMMA
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Figure 3.8 shows the plots of log M' and log M˝ vs. log frequency for PHEMA and
PMMA nanocomposites above the glass transition temperature region. The actual slope
value for the M' and M˝ for polymer composites series is shown as an inset in fig 3.8. All
samples approach the ideal value of 2 for log M' and 1 for log M˝; whereas similar plots
were not gained for temperatures in the glass transition temperature region and below.
This result confirmed that the observed relaxations are due to ionic conductivity
3.3.5

Proof 3. AC conductivity

The ionic conductivity was used to further substantiate the above data. The ionic
conductivity is related to the movement of ions through the polymer matrix when
viscoelastic effects are negligible and AC conductivity, σAC, is given by the equation:
σAC = ε˝ωε0

(Eq.3.10)

where ω is the angular frequency and ε0 is the absolute permittivity of free space (8.854
× 10-12 F/m) [63, 64]. The plots for the frequency dependence of AC conductivity (σAC)
in the temperature range above Tg where conductivity is present are shown in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9. Frequency dependence of ac conductivity for neat PHEMA and neat
PMMA in temperature proceeding from -60 to 130 ºC at intervals of 10 ºC
The AC conductivity is dependent on frequency at low temperatures. However, the
frequency dependence of AC conductivity gradually disappears and plateaus as
temperature is increased. This signifies the beginning of the conductivity relaxation
region and illustrates the independence of all frequencies measured at high temperature.
DC conductivity (σDC) was calculated by extrapolation to zero frequency. PHEMA
nanocomposites exhibit increased ionic conductivity with increasing NB concentration.
Ions move more freely due to a lack of adhesion at the nanoball/polymer interface (Table
3.7). However, PMMA nanocomposites exhibited a decrease in the ionic conductivity for
samples with the higher concentration of nanoballs. This is due to the immobilization of
the matrix by the nanoball interaction; perhaps the dodecyl chains hinder ion movement.
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Table 3.7. Ionic conductivity of the polymer nanocomposites at 160 ºC
Sample

1Hz (S/m)

10Hz (S/m)

100Hz (S/m)

Neat PHEMA

9.75 × 10-7

1.12 × 10-6

1.16 × 10-6

PHEMA with 0.05wt% OC12

3.83 × 10-6

4.18 × 10-6

4.27 × 10-6

PHEMA with 0.1wt% OC12

5.72 × 10-6

6.26 × 10-6

6.47 × 10-6

PHEMA with 0.5wt% OC12

1.49 × 10-5

1.66 × 10-5

1.73 × 10-5

Neat PMMA

3.74 × 10-8

4.16 × 10-8

4.69 × 10-8

PMMA with 0.05wt% OC12

1.54 × 10-8

1.64 × 10-8

1.78 × 10-8

PMMA with 0.1wt% OC12

6.49 × 10-9

1.37 × 10-8

8.45 × 10-9

PMMA with 0.5wt% OC12

3.33 × 10-9

3.57 × 10-9

4.19 × 10-9

Table 3.8. Ionic conductivity activation energy for PHEMA and PMMA composites
Act. E

Act.E

(kcal/mol)

(kcal/mol)

Neat PHEMA

13.4

Neat PMMA

25.8

PHEMA with 0.05wt% OC12

12.6

PMMA with 0.05wt% OC12

17.5

PHEMA with 0.1wt% OC12

11.6

PMMA with 0.1wt% OC12

15.4

PHEMA with 0.5wt% OC12

9.2

PMMA with 0.5wt% OC12

26.3

The DC conductivity follows an Arrhenius relationship described by equation 3.11 and
activation energy (table 3.8) obtained by equation 3.11, where E is the apparent activation
energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant and σ0 is the pre-exponential factor [75].
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−E
log σ Dc = log σ 0 exp

 kT 

(Eq.3.11)

The ionic conductivity activation energies, the energy required to bring about the
translation diffusion of ions in polymer matrix decreased with increasing wt% of
nanoballs in both polymer composites. These ionic conductivity activation energies are
consistent with previous studies which have documented the PMMA’s ionic conductivity
Ea value of 12.9 ~ 36.3 kcal/mol and the PHEMA’s value 7.8 ~ 13.7 kcal/mol [56, 76,
77]. The figure 3.10 and 3.11 are shown below Arrhenius plot of log DC conductivity vs.
the inverse of temperature.
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Figure 3.10. ln σDC versus inverse temperature (K) plots of neat PHEMA (A) and
PHEMA-OC12 nanoball composites [(0.05 (B), 0.1(C), and 0.5 wt% (D)]
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Figure 3.11. ln σDC versus inverse temperature (K) plots of neat PMMA (A) and
PMMA-OC12 nanoball composites [(0.05 (B), 0.1(C), and 0.5 wt% (D)]
The activations energies for the PHEMA series decreased with the concentration of OC12
nanoballs. This indicates that the nanoballs assisted ions transport, possibly due to a lack
of adhesion at the filler-polymer interface. Previous studies with the hydroxyl nanoball in
PHEMA noted an increase in activation energies for conductivity with increasing NB
concentration [49]. This was attributed to interactions between the nanoball and PHEMA
that impeded motion in the composite. PMMA-OC12 samples exhibited anomalous
behavior. Activations energies decreased and then increased to that of the neat sample as
nanoball concentration increased. While the reason for this is not clear, it is tempting to
speculate that as the nanballs became closer together in the matrix their windows
provided paths though with the ions traveled. PMMA-hydroxyl NB composites exhibited
a decrease in activation energies as NB contents increased.
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3.6

Conclusion

The nanostructure matrix interaction and spectrum analysis of methacrylate polymer
composites with OC12 NB were studied in this study. The incorporation of OC12 NBs into
the PMMA matrix at levels from 0.05-0.5% did not significantly alter the glass transition
temperature of the matrix due to insufficient interfacial interactions. However the Tg
decreased slowly in PHEMA nanocomposites as the NB concentration increased. This is
reasonable as the OC12 chains are not drawn to the hydrophilic matrix. It is possible that
the OC12 chains would tend migrate into the cavity of the nanoball when it is dispersed in
the monomer in an effort to avoid the hydrophilic environment. Our study revealed that
the hydroxyethyl side group rotation is less sterically hindered in the PHEMA
nanocomposites and requires less energy to rotate whereas the OC12 nanoball appears not
to perturb the PMMA matrix. The dielectric permittivity shows that the electric
permittivity is much higher for PHEMA and composites that for the PMMA materials
due to the pendant hydroxyl group in PHEMA. Also it is interesting that the dielectric
constants increase with OC12 content for PHEMA composites. This indicates that the
OC12 chains may move into NB cavities when sonicated in the HEMA and remain so
after polymerization. In the PMMA composite series the dielectric permittivity decreased
slightly with NB concentration that point to the lack of any significant interactions
between the filler and the matrix.
The mathematical treatment called electric modulus formalism was applied to
obtain specific results such as Argand plots, the slope value in log M˝ and log M' vs. log
frequency plots, and AC conductivity. These three treated results; semi-circular behavior
in Argand plot, the slope value becoming to the ideal one in log M˝ and log M' vs. log
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frequency plots, and the frequency independence of AC conductivity at high temperature
in both composites were enough to verify the conductivity relaxation presents in the
polymer. PHEMA nanocomposites exhibit increased ionic conductivity with increasing
NB concentration, and vice versa in the PMMA nanocomposites. Ions move more freely
due to a lack of adhesion at the nanoball/polymer interface for PHEMA nanocomposites,
whereas the immobilization of the matrix by the nanoball interaction decreased the ion
conductivity for PMMA nanocomposites. It perhaps the dodecyl chains hinder ion
movement. The activation energy values from DC conductivity further substantiated
OC12 NB facilitating ionic movement through the polymer matrix.
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CHAPTER 4
Dielectric Properties of Self-healing Polycarbonate-Polyurethane with CarbonNanotube Composites
4.1

Introduction

One of many self-healing materials, thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) is a synthetic
elastomer used in wide variety polymers. Various TPU products have been manufactured
for a long time covering broad industrial fields. Polyurethanes have the general structure
(A-B)n, where A is normally produced by diol with aromatic diisocyanate [1]. The hard
segment (A) contributes reinforcement sites as well as physical crosslinks affecting
modulus, hardness and tear strength of polyurethane. The soft segment (B) affects both
the elastic and mechanical strength of the polyurethane and is comprised of a polyester or
polyether [2-6]. These types of polyurethane elastomers possess very unique properties
such as micro phase-separated structure and crystallinity. It is known that the degree of
phase separation and crystallinity can be easily adjusted by the poly-addition reaction in
which the hard and soft segment length and composition can be controlled to produce
materials with various degrees of hard segment association [7-9].
The TPU also have high elasticity, abrasion resistance, and reactivity in reaction
[10]. Therefore for the last decade a number of research group have been focused on
studies of the structure-property relationship of TPU elastomer [11-16]. Many researchers
also have studied the structure and mechanical properties of thermoplastic polyurethane
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and described the shape-memory (SM) recovery by thermal heating [17-24]. Li. et al.
synthesized the conducting SM polyurethane with carbon black by a solutionprecipitation and proved that the strain recovery rate decreased with increasing addition
of carbon black, also causing increased conductivity [25]. Yang et al. reported the effects
of the moistures on the glass transition temperature of SM thermoplastic polyurethane
composites with nano-carbon powder [26]. Cho et al. reported that shape recovery of
polyurethane nanocomposites with multiwall nanotube (MWNT) was nearly fully
achieved in approximately 10 sec.
In recent years polycarbonate polyol based polyurethanes (PCPU) have attracted
increased interest due to lack of a vulnerable ether linkage. Although for the last 20 years
poly(ether urethane)s have been widely used in medical application, poly(ether urethane)
is sensitive to oxidative degradation which leads crosslinking and chain scission [27-30].
Therefore polycarbonate based polyurethanes (PCPU) are taking the lead in various fields
due to flexibility, durability, bio-stability, and excellent toughness, especially in modern
medical application such as heart valves, catheters, bloods pump segments, implanted
medical devices, etc. [31-35].
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) have attracted intense attention since their discovery
due to their unique structure [36-38]. Carbon nanotubes are essentially sheets of carbon
rolled to form a hollow cylinder and can be single-walled (SW), consisting of only one
sheet, or multi-walled (MW), where two or more such sheets are rolled up inside of each
other, with a hollow interior [39]. Carbon nanotubes have many desirable properties,
including excellent axial tensile strength, superior thermal stability, up to 2800 ºC,
exceptional mechanical strength, thermal conductivity about twice as high as diamond,
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and extremely small size and weight [40-43]. These outstanding properties of carbon
nanotubes make them promising candidates for a wide variety of applications. CNTs are
used to prepare polymer composites [44]. However, poor dispersion of CNTs due to van
der wall’s forces impedes obtaining superior properties. In order to overcome this
problem researchers have used chemical functionalization of CNTs to increasing the
degree of both the dispersion and nanotube-matrix compatibility [45-46]. However,
processing generally carried out in two steps. In the first step the treatment of CNTs with
an oxidant is needed and then carboxylic acid is added to the defect sites of CNTs [47-52].
The carboxylic acid groups also need to be replaced with other active groups in order to
react with the polymer in the second step [53-55]. These steps are complicated and
increase the cost.
In this study,single wall carbon nanotubes (SWDNTs) were dispersed in
polycarbonate polyurethane (PCPU) matrix via sonication. This particular PCPU was
designed to be highly flexible without sacrificing mechanical properties. This increased
mobility is expected to lead to greater electrical conductivity. For a better understanding
of molecular relaxation in this complex system, dielectric analysis (DEA) was used to
determine permittivity, loss factor, dielectric constant, and conductivity. The literature is
quite rare on PCPU dielectric investigations with carbon nanotubes. Therefore, the
electrical properties of these ultra-flexible PCPU/CNT composites were studied to probe
its potential for use as novel gel electrolytes, which are useful in polymer batteries and
bio-medical applications.
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4.2.

Experimental

4.2.1

Materials

The methylene bis(4-cyclohexylisocyanate) (H12 MDI or Desmodur W) for the hard
segment was purchased from Bayer (Leverkusen, Germany). The 1, 4- butanediol as a
chain extender was purchased from Dupont. The Nippollane-964 (Nippon Polyurethane
Ind., Co., LTD., Tokyo, Japan) was used as the soft segment. Both 1,6-hexanediol and 3methyl-1,5-pentanediol are included in this liquid polyol. All componets were dried prior
to using.
4.2.2

Synthesis of Polycarbonate Polyurethane

The PCPU was synthesized earlier [56]. The dicyclohexyl methane-4-4’-diisocyanate and
1, 4-butanediol chain extender were used to polymerize the liquid diol for the hard
segment. The hard segment ratio of 23% was targeted and decided as percent by weight
of chain extender and isocyanate. The quasi-prepolymer method was used to prepare the
PCPU due to better control the hard and soft segment [57]. The reaction scheme is shown
in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. The scheme for the synthesis of PCPU
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4.2.3

Polycarbonate Polyurethanes (PCPU)-SWNT nanocomposites

In order to prepare composites of PCPU, dried PCPU was dissolved in anhydrous
tetrahydrofuran (THF). Various concentrations by wt% of single-walled carbon
nanotubes, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, were added into PCPU/THF solution. The
solution was then sonicated with a Branson Sonifer 450 until the solution was black and
the carbon nanotubes were dispersed throughout. The composite was then removed from
the THF solution using water coagulation. This method involves slowly pouring the
PCPU/SWNT solution sonicated into D.I water while stirring. Since the PCPU composite
is not soluble in water, it instantly crashes out of the solution and accumulates due to the
stirring. The composite was then removed from the solution and dried under fume hood
for 24 hrs. The PCPU/SWNT composites were placed in a vacuum oven overnight to
ensure the complete evaporation of any remaining solvent.
4.2.4

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry, DSC 2920 (TA instruments) was used to characterize
the thermal behavior (glass transition temperature, Tg) of PCPU/SWNT composites. The
samples (3-10mg) previously dried were sealed in hermetic aluminum pans. Dry nitrogen
gas was used to purge through the sample cell with flow rate of 75 ml/min. The DSC cell
was calibrated with an indium standard. The DSC cell including sample was quench
cooled with liquid nitrogen to -100 °C and then was heated using a ramp rate of 10 °C
/min to 200 °C.
4.2.5

Hardness

The shore A hardness measurement was carried out via Pacific Transducer Corp.
Durometer Model 470. The test was followed by the ASTM 2240 method. The samples
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have a thickness with 0.25 inch and the values, read immediately after indenting were
taken from the average of 10 indents. The measurements were made at room temperature.
4.2.6

Sample Molding

Samples were compression molded for DEA measurement using Carver Press equipped
with a heating element at a temperature of 100 ºC for 5 min and then air cooled under
pressure to room temperature. The rectangular disks for DEA samples with dimensions of
25х20х1 mm were prepared. Molded samples were then dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C.
4.2.7

Dielectric Analysis (DEA)

Dielectric analysis was carried out via a TA instruments (New Castle, DE) DEA 2970.
Single surface sensors were used under a force of 250 N. Samples were scanned from 150 to 200 °C at a scanning rate of 5 °C/min under a helium purge of 700ml/min through
a frequency ranged from 1 to 100 kHz. The sample cooled to cryogenic temperature with
liquid nitrogen after first heating to 120 ºC in order to embed the sample into the channels
of the single surface sensor. Transition temperatures were measured from plots of
dissipation factor versus temperature. A maximum force of 250 N was applied to the
sample to achieve a minimum spacing of 0.25 mm. Capacitance and conductance were
determined as a function of time, temperature and frequency to obtain the dielectric
constant, or permittivity (ε′), the dielectric loss (ε″) and the loss tangent (tan δ= ε˝/ ε΄).
Arrhenius plots of ln (transition temperature) versus 1/T K were constructed to determine
the activations energies for the transitions.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1

DSC and hardness
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Figure 4.2. Plots of heat flow versus temperature for neat PCPU and PCPU
composites

The glass transition temperatures (Tgs) for neat PCPU and PCPU with SWNT
nanocomposites were observed using differential scanning calorimetry. The plots of heat
flow versus temperature for the PCPU composite samples prepared by water coagulation
are shown in figures 4.2. The results show that the glass transition temperatures were not
changed with the addition of SWNT in the PCPU nanocomposites. This suggests that the
SWNT did not act as a plasticizer. The hardness data also support the DSC data as similar
hardness numbers were measured in PCPU nanocomposites shown below in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Shore A hardness measurement of PCPU composites

Shore A

Neat
PCPU

PCPU/SWNT
0.25 wt%

PCPU/SWNT
0.5 wt%

PCPU/SWNT
0.75 wt%

PCPU/SWNT
1 wt%

Hardness

55.4

55.5

54.8

56.2

58.2

S.D.

0.6

0.8

0.6

0.8

1.1

4.3.2

Dielectric analysis

The structural relaxations and molecular motion present in polymeric materials were
measured by DEA a with wider frequency range. This technique with a broad frequency
range has resulted in more sensitive transition detection than other techniques.
Polarization resultes from alignment of dipoles when polymeric materials with permanent
dipoles are exposed to an alternating electric field caused by applying a sinusoidal
voltage. Dielectric permittivity (ε΄) is a measure of the alignment of dipoles in the
material, both permanent and induced, and is related to capacitance, while loss factor (ε˝)
is a measure of the energy required to align the dipoles in the material and is related to
conductance [60].
Most PUs exhibit phase separation into hard and soft segments [61]. Our PCPU is
not phase separated. It exhibits only one Tg. this have been attributed to a high degree of
hydrogen bonding between urethane groups in the hard segment and carbonate groups in
the polyol resulting in mixing of the hard and soft segment [62]. In the dielectric spectra
of loss factor versus temperature, figure 4.3, the α and β relaxations appeared clearly in
neat PCPU (A) and PCPU with SWNTs (B).
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Figure 4.3. DEA loss factor, ε˝, of (A) neat PCPU and (B) PCPU +0.5wt% SWNT
(Temp vs. ε˝)

4.3.3

β Relaxation

The β relaxation of neat PCPU and PCPU with SWNT composites, as measured by the
loss factor, appears as a weak peak within the temperature range of -150 to -40 ºC. It
follows Arrhenius behavior which is characteristic of secondary relaxations in polymers.
The Arrhenius plot of ln frequency vs. reciprocal of temperature showed that the peak
temperature maxima increased linearly with frequency (Figure 4.5) [63-65].
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Figure 4.4. Arrhenius plot of β relaxation for PCPU composites
The activation energy was calculated by using the slope of Arrhenius plot from:

ln f = ln f 0 −

∆E a
RT

(Eq.4.2)

The activation energy of the β relaxation is shown in Table 2. We believe that the β
relaxation is due to rotation of carbonate groups of the backbone which are aligned via
the electric field [66, 67].
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Table 4.2. Activation energies of the β transition for neat PCPU and PCPU
composites
sample

Activation Energy
(KJ/mol)

Neat PCPU

46

PCPU+0.25wt% of SWNT

52

PCPU+0.5wt% of SWNT

53

PCPU+0.75wt% of SWNT

59

PCPU+ 1wt% of SWNT

61

As shown in Table 4.2, activation energy required for the alignment of dipoles in the soft
segment increased with SWNT concentration increased for the PCPU with SWNT
nanocomposites. This is a result of decreased free volume in the soft segment of matrix.
It means that the SWNT have an effect on the orientation polarization and viscoelastic
deformation of β transition. This also indicates that there is hindered mobility of the soft
segment due to well dispersed SWNT using sonication in polymer matrix.

4.3.4

α Relaxation

The α peak was observed within the temperature range of -10 to 70 ºC at all frequencies.
In the α relaxation region the dielectric permittivity, ε΄, data follow the trend exhibited by
the nanocomposites. The dielectric permittivity, ε΄ increased with SWNT concentration at
all frequencies in figure 4.5. the increase in ε΄ may be due to impurities in the unpurified
CNTs.
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Figure 4.6. WLF plot of α relaxation for neat PCPU and PCPU composites
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The WLF parameters, C1, C2 and Tref determined via the universal analysis method are
listed on the plots in figure 4.6. The values for C1and C2 were originally thought to be the
same for all polymers with C1=7.4 and C2=51.6 [68]. Later researched revealed that they
varied from polymer to polymer. The C1 values for the PCPU series are relatively
constant. C2 values decrease with CNT content. The reference temperatures for 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75 and 1 wt% CNT samples are 323K, 313K, 303K, 253K and 288K respectively.
It is interesting to note that the reference temperatures and C2 values were scattered,
when equation 4.4 was used to calculate the activation energies. The activation energies
increased from 54 KJ/mol to 404 KJ/mol as CNT content increased from 0 to 1 wt%.
Table 4.3. Activation energies of the α transition for neat PCPU and PCPU
composites
Activation Energy
(KJ/mol)

sample
Neat PCPU

54

PCPU+0.25wt% of SWNT

60

PCPU+0.5wt% of SWNT
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PCPU+0.75wt% of SWNT

273

PCPU+ 1wt% of SWNT

404

α transitions obeyed WLF behavior and were analyzed by equation (4.3) [68].

(Eq.4.3)
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Where aT is the shift factor, C1 and C2 are material constants, R is the universal gas
constant, T is temperature and Tg is the glass transition temperature in Kelvin.
The time-temperature superposition program was used to obtain the value for C1 and C2
by plotting the log (aT) vs. temperature (figure 4.6) [69]. And then the apparent activation
energy can be calculated from equation 4.4.

(Eq.4.4)
WLF plots and activation energies for the α relaxation are shown in table 4.3 and figure
4.6. The result in the increased activation energy as SWNTs added confirmed that
nanotubes were well dispersed in polymer matrix without aggregation and SWNTs
hindered the mobility of hard segment in polymer chains.

4.3.5

Conductivity Relaxation

It is well known that a conductivity relaxation appears well above the glass transition
temperature of polymers [1, 70]. This conductivity relaxation shows very different
properties form viscoelastic relaxations that occur in polymers. A distribution of
relaxation times occurs in viscoelastic relaxations, whereas the conductivity relaxation
exhibits a single relaxation time corresponds to the Debye model [63, 71]. This
conductivity relaxation is usually hidden in ε" versus temperature due to space charge
effects. When the space charge effects are suppressed, ion conductivity peaks appear. Ion
conductivity peaks are due to conductivity relaxations, not viscoelastic relaxations and
this fact is proven in three ways.
1) Argand plot: Polymers deviate from semicircular behavior because polymers exhibit a
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distribution of relaxation times. The semicircular arc in M′ vs M″ plot can be interpreted
as the lack of viscoelastic relaxation.
2) Log M’ and Log M” vs. Log frequency : Under the assumption that ionic conduction is
purely due to the diffusion of ion the dependence of M′, M″ on the frequency in the
conductivity relaxation region reveals slopes of 2 and 1 respectively.
3) AC conductivity: The frequency independence of AC conductivity as temperature is
increased when viscoelastic effects are negligible.

In order to use three methods for conductivity relaxation analysis, electric modulus is
used. The complex electric modules, M*, is calculated from the complex permittivity, ε*,
by taking the inverse of ε*.

M* =

1

ε*

= M ′ + iM ′′ =

ε′
ε ′′
+
(ε ′ 2 + ε ′′ 2 ) (ε ′ 2 + ε ′′ 2 )

(Eq.4.5)

Where ε* is the complex permittivity given by equation below.
ε* = ε′ – iε″

(Eq.4.6)

M* was used to distinguish viscoelastic processes from conductivity effects by McCrum
et al [63].
When the electric loss modulus is used, the maximum value of M″ will appear at a lower
temperature than in tan δ and ε″. ε′ present in the denominator to the second power
minimizes space charging effects [72].
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Figure 4.7. Dielectric loss functions at 100 Hz in (a) neat PCPU and (b) PCPU with
SWNT 0.75 wt% composite
Figure 4.7 shows the loss modulus, e″, tan delta, and electric loss modulus, M″, vs.
temperature at 100 Hz for neat PCPU and PCPU with SWNT 0.75 wt% composite. As
stated above, when the space charge effects are suppressed by taking the electric modulus
using equation 4.5 an ionic conductivity peak is exposed [26, 49-50]. Three proofs were
used to confirm that these conductivity peaks are influenced by a conductivity relaxation
not a viscoelastic relaxation.

4.3.6

Proof 1. Argand plots

The small molecules or liquid having single relaxation time are usually characterized by
Debye model in which semicircular behavior is exhibited in plots of M’ vs. M” by
contrast a modified Cole-Cole expression is used to characterize polymers with
distribution of relaxation times [62]. The M′ vs. M″ plots called Argand plots were
constructed via equation 4.7
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(Eq.4.7)

In figure 4.8 the neat PCPU and PCPU with SWNT nanocomposite series exhibited semicircular behavior at temperatures above the glass transition region, for example at 140 °C,
where the M″ peaks occurred. However, the plot constructed from near the glass
transition temperature did not follow semicircular behavior, as expected. This is due to
the distributions of relaxation times that occurrs in a polymer matrix due to chain
interaction. As described above, single relaxation times result in semicircular behavior in
Argand plots. This is an indication that there is not a viscoelastic relaxation but
conductivity relaxation.
The threshold temperature of the conductivity relaxation in the composite series
decreases as SWNTs wt% increases. This indicates that the transitional diffusion of ions
is accelerated with the addition of SWNTs. The relaxation strength, Δε, is determined
from the diameter of the semicircles in figure 4.8. It is interesting to note that the
dielectric relaxation strength in this composite series is lower than that in neat PCPU and
decreases at the wt% of SWNT increases. The dielectric strength expresses the density of
dipoles per unit volume and the strength and extent of their alignment due to molecular
motion [72]. This indicates that dipole motion is hindered due to the nanotubes. This
method of analysis confirmed that the transitional diffusion of ions occurrs more in
conductivity relaxation region.
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Table 4.4. Dielectric relaxation strength
PCPU/ SWNT
0.25wt%

PCPU/ SWNT
0.5wt%
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Figure 4.8 Argand plot derived from the conductivity relaxation region
4.3.7

Proof 2. Log M′ and Log M″ vs. Log frequency

The electric modulus (M) has been used in many papers under the assuming that ionic
conduction occurrs due to diffusion of ion and only is independent of viscoelastic and
dipolar relaxations [67, 73-75]. This assumption means that the electric modulus will
show a relaxation with a single relaxation time.

 iωτ σ
M = M s 
 1 + iωτ σ





 ωτ σ 
 (ωτ σ )2 
iM
+
= Ms

s
2
2 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 
1 + (ωτ σ ) 
In equation 4.8 Ms = 1/εR, where

εR

(Eq.4.8)

occurs at a value of ε' that is independent of

temperature. The frequency dependence of M′ and M″ in the conductivity region reveals
that the plots of log M′ and log M″ vs. log frequency will slopes of 2 and 1 respectively at
low frequencies [71, 75].
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Figure 4.9 Dependence of M΄ and M″ on frequency in the conductivity relaxation
region for neat PCPU (a) M΄ (b) M″; PCPU with SWNT 1 wt% (c) M΄ (d) M″
Figure 4.9 shows the plots of log M΄ and log M˝ vs. log frequency for neat PCPU and
PCPU nanocomposites above the glass transition temperature region where M″ appeared.
These plots show the frequency dependence of M΄ and M″ with slopes values of 1.6 and
0.9 for neat PCPU and 1.7 and 0.9 for PCPU with SWNT 1 wt% nanocomposite. All
samples approach the ideal value of 2 for log M΄ and 1 for log M˝; whereas similar
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results are not found for temperatures in the glass transition temperature region and
below. This result verifies that the ionic conductivity is dominant in the observed
relaxations.

4.3.8

Proof 3. AC conductivity

The loss factor term in polymeric material is due to dipoles and ions and is expressed in
equation 4.9 below.
′′ + ε ion
′′
ε ′′ = ε dipole

(Eq.4.9)

The first factor known as a dipolar relaxation is a viscoelastic relaxation and usually
appears as a loss peak whereas the second factor induces conduction which results in
conductivity relaxation peak (Eqs (4.10), (4.11)) [63, 67, 71-75].

′′ = (ε R − ε U )
ε dipole

′′ =
ε ion

ωτ E
2
1 + ω 2τ E

σ ac
ωε 0

(Eq.4.10)

(Eq.4.11)

Where τ E is the dielectric relaxation time, ω is the angular frequency, ε0 is the absolute
permittivity of free space (8.854 × 10-12 F/m), and εR and εU represents the low frequency
relaxed state and the high frequency unrelaxed state, respectively.
The ionic conductivity is related to the movement of ions through the polymer
matrix when viscoelastic effects are negligible and AC conductivity, σAC, is given by the
equation 4.11. plots of σAC versus log frequency are shown in figure 4.10 for both the
dipole relaxation regions and the conductivity relaxation region.
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Figure 4.10 Frequency dependence of ac conductivity for neat PCPU and PCPU
with SWNT 1 wt% nanocomposite in dipolar and conductivity relaxation region
AC conductivity is dependent on frequency in the dipolar relaxation region whereas the
frequency dependence of AC conductivity disappears in the conductivity relaxation
region. Thus it is noted that viscoelastic effects are negligible, as the absence of
frequency dependence of AC conductivity is observed in conductivity region. This
analysis signifies ionic peak is due to a conductivity relaxation.
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4.4

Conclusion

The dielectric spectra of PCPU and PCPU/SWNT composites were determined. Electric
modulus formalism was used to separate conductivity and relaxation effects. Three
methods were successfully applied to prove the presence of the conductivity relaxations.
In conductivity relaxation regions semicircular behavior plots of M’ and M” vs.
frequency revealed a single relaxation time. M′, M″ in the conductivity relaxation region
exhibited slopes of 2 and 1 respectivel. The frequency independence of AC conductivity
as temperature is increased indicated that viscoelastic effects are negligible. Data verified
conductivity relaxation.
α and β relaxation clearly appeared in loss factor vs. temperature plots. The β
relaxation obeyed Arrhenius behavior and the activation energy increased with the
addition of nanotubes. This demonstrated the nanotubes were well dispersed in the
polymer matrix without aggregation. Additionally SWNTs hindered the mobility of soft
segment in polymer matrix. The α relaxation followed WLF behavior and showed an
increased activation energy as the SWNT concentration increased. This observation
suggests that there is an interaction taking place between SWNTs and PCPU matrix. The
permittivity data in α relaxation region also increased with nanotube concentration.
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Summary
Polymer nanocomposites were processed with a variety of polymers and nanofillers and
analyzed via DSC, DEA, microhardness, and DEA. The goal of this study is to design
and synthesize polymer nanocomposites and analyze the molecular interaction between
polymers and nano fillers. In chapter 1 PMMA nanocomposites designed for gamma
radiation shielding material were synthesized by two methods. Two fillers were used,
Bi2O3 and BaTiO3. This initial study indicates that the ISPM method is less efficient than
the PSON method for producing uniform samples. This study also points out that the
filler-matrix interface affects radiation hardness and the well dispersed samples with
improved filler wetting provided improved radiation hardness.
The study of a series of PU nanowire composites presents an interpretation of the
dielectric spectrum. Several approaches were successfully applied to reveal the presence
of the conductivity relaxations in the polymer and composites. The glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the PU matrix remained unaffected by the presence of silica
nanowire. The thermal stability of the PU improved with nanowire addition.
The nanostructure matrix interaction and spectrum analysis of methacrylate polymer
composites with OC12 NB were studied in third chapter. This study revealed that the
hydroxyethyl side group rotation is less sterically hindered in the PHEMA
nanocomposites and requires less energy to rotate whereas the OC12 nanoball appears not
to perturb the PMMA matrix. Ions move more freely due to a lack of adhesion at the
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nanoball/polymer interface for PHEMA nanocomposites, whereas the immobilization of
the matrix by the nanoball interaction decreased the ion conductivity for PMMA
nanocomposites. The Tg decreased slowly in PHEMA nanocomposites as the NB
concentration increased. This is reasonable as the OC12 chains are not drawn to the
hydrophilic matrix. It is possible that the OC12 chains would tend migrate into the cavity
of the nanoball when it is dispersed in the monomer in an effort to avoid the hydrophilic
environment. Also the mathematical treatment called electric modulus formalism was
applied to verify the conductivity relaxation presents in the polymer.
The dielectric spectra of PCPU and PCPU/SWNT composites were determined by using
electric modulus formalism. Three methods were successfully applied to prove the
presence of the conductivity relaxations. α and β relaxation clearly appeared in loss
factor vs. temperature plots and showed an increased activation energy as the SWNT
concentration increased. This demonstrated the nanotubes were well dispersed in the
polymer matrix without aggregation. Additionally SWNTs hindered the mobility of soft
and hard segment in polymer matrix.
All of this work points to the fact that the properties of nanocomposites can be widely
varied and depend on dispersion quality, polymer-particle interaction and the chemistry
of the polymer and fillers. It is great challenges to master processing techniques to
achieve optimum properties and to minimize cost.
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